1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

1.1. Background {#sec1.1}
---------------

The global blindness prevalence is to be estimated at 36 million per year, with one of the top five causes being corneal blindness ([@bib26]; [@bib96]; [@bib252]). Full-thickness, anterior or posterior lamellar keratoplasty is applied depending on the etiologies of corneal blindness ([@bib303]). Currently, Fuchs\' endothelial corneal dystrophy or endothelial failure are becoming the leading causes of keratoplasty in the USA and Europe, while keratitis is still the primary indication of keratoplasty in Asia, Africa and Middle East ([@bib11]; [@bib17]; [@bib97]; [@bib205]; [@bib208]) ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ). Unfortunately, the supply of donor corneas is insufficient due to cultural barriers, lack of education, or logistical problems related to procuring the donor tissue ([@bib6]; [@bib100]; [@bib113]; [@bib159]; [@bib171]; [@bib175]; [@bib337]; [@bib351]) ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} ). Furthermore, a global survey reported that 53% of the world\'s population did not have access to keratoplasty ([@bib100]). The increased prevalence of infectious disease is expected to lead to an increased shortage of donor corneas ([@bib296]).Fig. 1**Global reports on the distribution of indications for penetrating keratoplasty in the last 25 years.** Black indicates keratitis or stromal opacity as an indication of penetrating keratoplasty, gray indicates endothelial disease as an indication of endothelial keratoplasty and white indicates keratoconus for lamellar keratoplasty. Most of the data were from the systematic review by Matthaei et al. ([@bib208]), and data on Germany\* was from a study by Flockerzi et al. ([@bib97]).Fig. 1Table 1Reported numbers of Wait-lists in each country compared with the number of corneal transplanted cases.Table 1CountriesNumbers of patients in wait-listTransplanted casesReported year ^ref^Australia010962008 ([@bib113])Brazil10,92314,5342018 ([@bib6])China2,000,000\<80002017 ([@bib337])India7,000,00025,0002017 ([@bib337])Japan276916342008 ([@bib113])Korea21843222018[a](#tbl1fna){ref-type="table-fn"}South Africa4300[b](#tbl1fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}892017 ([@bib351])United Kingdom50027112008 ([@bib113])United States041,6522008 ([@bib113])[^2][^3]

Since organ and corneal tissue trafficking are global concerns, the Declaration of Istanbul and The Barcelona Principles have announced principles to alleviate organ or tissue trafficking ([@bib203]; [@bib295]; [@bib312]). Furthermore, allograft substitutes is another approach to resolve the trafficking problem ([@bib158], [@bib159]; [@bib161]; [@bib315]; [@bib329]). Therefore, translational researches such as the use of stem cell-based therapy, bioengineered products, and xenotransplantation have been investigated to replace allografts ([@bib31]; [@bib49]; [@bib50]; [@bib212]; [@bib296]).

1.2. History of clinical experiences with xenotransplantation {#sec1.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The concept of xenotransplantation originated in the 17th century with the first sheep-to-human blood transfusion attempt by Jean Baptiste Denis in 1667 ([@bib58]). After which, numerous attempts have been reported ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} ) ([@bib77]). In 1824, Franz Reisinger was credited for formulating the concept of keratoplasty ([@bib258]). He proposed to replace an opacified human cornea with a transparent animal cornea. The 1st real corneal transplantation in humans using a porcine graft occurred in 1838 by Richard [@bib167]. This is a very historic report, for being the first human transplant in general. This occurred more than 50 years before the 1st corneal allo- and renal xeno-transplantation in 1905 ([@bib113]; [@bib363]). Thereafter, until the early 1970s, corneal xenotransplantation was anecdotally reported with xenotransplants from gibbons and fish in humans, ([@bib111]; [@bib113]; [@bib291]). Among them, gibbon-to-human corneal xenotransplants showed more than 5 months of survival in 50% of the ten recipients ([@bib291]).Table 2Historical milestone in clinical xenotransplantation attempted in human.Table 2YearDonorOrgan/tissue/cellPatient SurvivalDoctorReferences1667SheepBloodssurvivedJean Baptiste Denis([@bib58]; [@bib77])1838PigCorneaseveral weeks[a](#tbl2fna){ref-type="table-fn"}Richard Kissam([@bib113]; [@bib167])1905RabbitKidney slice16 daysPrinceteau([@bib170]; [@bib253])1906PigKidney3 daysMathieu Jaboulay([@bib144]; [@bib170])1963--1964ChimpanzeeKidneysUp to 9 monthsKeith Reemtsma([@bib213]; [@bib256])1964GibbonCornea\>5 months[c](#tbl2fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}Soomsawasdi B[@bib291]1964ChimpanzeeHeart2 hJames Hardy([@bib116]; [@bib213])1984BaboonHeart20 daysLeonard Bailey([@bib13]; [@bib213])1992BaboonLivers70 daysThomas Starzl[@bib294]2013--2017New born pigIsletsNA[b](#tbl2fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}Wei Wang[@bib329][^4][^5][^6]

Conversely, the first organ xenotransplant attempt was reported using rabbit or pig kidneys between 1905 and 1906 ([@bib144]; [@bib253]). Furthermore, a clinical trial milestone was performed by Keith Reemtsma between 1963 and 1964 where a chimpanzee xenotransplant was transplanted on six patients with renal disease, one of whom survived for 9 months ([@bib256]). This was then followed by the first heart xenotransplant performed using a chimpanzee donor in 1964 by James Hardy ([@bib116]); a baboon heart secondly implanted into an infant who survived 20 days in 1984 ([@bib13]); the first liver xenotransplantation performed using baboon donors in 1992 by Thomas Starzl, of whom one survived for up to 70 days ([@bib294]).

Since the 1990s, xenotransplantation clinical trials have not been conducted in the United States and most European countries due to issues concerning efficacy, xenozoonosis, and debates regarding regulatory framework. However, anecdotal reports indicate that Russia and China have used xenotransplants to treat diabetes. Furthermore, between 2013 and 2017, newborn pig islets were transplanted into ten diabetes patients in China ([@bib329]).

2. Prerequisites for xenotransplantation {#sec2}
========================================

2.1. Pigs as a donor source {#sec2.1}
---------------------------

Non-human primates (NHPs) are phylogenetically the most similar animals to humans. However, as a donor, the use of NHP has several drawbacks including ethical concerns, easy zoonotic transmission of infection, high costs and long breeding time, and lack of experience in genetic modification of NHP ([@bib50]).

Compared to NHPs and other animals, the use of pigs has several advantages ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} ) ([@bib50]; [@bib74]). Pigs are easy and less costly to breed, have multiple litters, can be genetically modified to overcome immune barriers with in-depth experiences, and can be produced in pathogen-free conditions. Ethical concerns are fewer since pigs are farmed as a human food. Therefore, using pig organs or tissues as a source of xenotransplantation is of considerable interest.Table 3Advantages of the usage of pig as a donor compared with non-human primate.Table 3PigNon-human primate*Advantages*•Less ethical concern•Comparable size and physiology•Easy to breed•Relatively inexpensive cost of breeding•Multiple litters•Lots of experiences in genetical modification•produced in germ-free or pathogen-free conditions.•Phylogenetically the most similar to humans*Disadvantages*•Intermediate phylogenetical distance to human•More ethical concerns•Small organ size•Easy zoonotic transmission of infection•Long time of breeding•High cost of breeding•Low number of litters•Lack of experience in genetic modification

2.2. Genetically engineered (GE) pigs {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------

Unlike allogeneic rejection, xenogeneic response to the porcine organ includes a unique hyperacute rejection within hours that is mediated by natural anti-Galα1-3Galβ1-4GlcNAc-R (anti-αGal) antibodies (Abs), followed by an acute humoral and cellular rejection within days that is mediated by Abs, activated complements, coagulation system, and innate immune cells, and chronic cellular rejection that is mediated mainly by T cells and macrophages within several weeks ([@bib293]). To overcome the xenogeneic rejection beyond immunosuppression, three major approaches were attempted ([@bib140]); (1) genetic alteration of the source animal, (2) development of bone marrow chimerism in the recipient, and (3) encapsulation of the xenogeneic cells or tissues.

Alpha-1,3-galactosyltransferase gene-knockout (GT-KO) pigs generated by somatic nuclear transfer technology in the early 2000s brought xenotransplantation a step closer to the clinics by reducing hyperacute rejection ([@bib56]; [@bib169]). Over 40 genes have currently been engineered: expression of human complement regulatory proteins \[Cluster of differentiation (CD)55, CD46, CD59\], human coagulation-regulatory proteins (thrombomodulin, CD39), human anti-inflammatory proteins (CD47, signal regulatory protein alpha (SIRPα), heme oxygenase 1, CD39), and natural killer (NK) cell modulatory molecules (human leukocyte antigen G (HLA-G), HLA-E, beta2 microglobulin) as well as reduction of the antigenic epitopes such as αGal, major histocompatibility complex (MHC) I and MHC II transactivator dominant-negative (CIITA-DN) ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} ) ([@bib76]; [@bib248]; [@bib293]).Table 4Immunological target genes for a gene-editing in pig xenotransplants.Table 4Rejection periodImmune responseRejection mechanismTarget gene editingHyperacuteInnateReduction of natural anti- αGal responses by deleting αGal epitope•α-1,3 galactosyltransferase knockout (GT-KO)•human H-transferase expressionAcuteInnateComplement regulation•human CD59 expression•human CD55 expression•human CD46 expressionCoagulation/thrombosis reduction•human thrombomodulin expression•human tissue factor pathway inhibitor expression•human CD39 expressionNatural Killer cells regulation•human leukocyte antigen G (HLA-G), HLA-E expression•human beta2 microglobulin expressionMacrophage/monocyte regulation•human CD47 expression (a marker for "self")•human signal regulatory protein alpha expression•human heme oxygenase 1 expression•human A20 expression•human CD39 expressionChronicAdaptiveT cells•MHC II transactivator dominant negative knockout•MHC class I knockout•Cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4-IgG Fc expressionB cells•GT-KO•CMP-N-acetylneuraminic hydroxylase knockout[^7]

Given that conventional technology through homologous recombination and somatic cell nuclear transfer takes 3 years to generate a pig homozygous with a single gene modification, the latest gene-editing technology using clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-Cas9 enables multiple genetic alterations with high speed. Both immunological genes and all porcine endogenous retrovirus (PERV) genes can be disrupted with this new technology, therefore eliminating the risk of xenozoonosis ([@bib74]; [@bib248]).

Currently, xenotransplants from available GE pigs still experience both humoral and cellular xenogeneic rejection in NHP models. Therefore, the optimal combination of immunological gene-editing for the least antigenicity in pig xenotransplants has not yet been determined.

2.3. Immune privilege of the eye {#sec2.3}
--------------------------------

Since Peter B. Medawar discovered that skin allograft can survive longer in the anterior chamber than in conventional body sites ([@bib211]), plenty of evidence during the past 70 years has shown that both suppressive and active immunoregulatory mechanisms exist in corneal transplantation ([@bib136]; [@bib223]; [@bib297]). Mechanisms of the immune privilege in the corneal transplantation are summarized as follows ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} ) ([@bib136]; [@bib297]): (1) lymphangiogenic and hemangiogenic privilege, (2) cell surface or soluble immunomodulatory molecules in the cornea and anterior chamber, (3) regulatory T cells (Tregs) related to anterior chamber-associated immune deviation (ACAID), and (4) neural regulations on immune cell stimulation.Fig. 2**Mechanisms of corneal immune privilege.** Lymphangiogenic and hemangiogenic privilege, cell surface, or soluble immunomodulatory molecules, regulatory T cells (Tregs), anterior chamber-associated immune deviation (ACAID), and neural regulations are involved in immune privilege (Modified from the studies by Hori et al. ([@bib136]) and Streilein ([@bib297])).Abbreviations: α-MSH: alpha melanocyte-stimulating hormone, CD: Cluster of differentiation, PEDF: Pigment epithelium-derived factor, TGF: transforming growth factor, TNF: tumor necrosis factor, TRAIL: TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand, TSP: thrombospondin, sFlt-1: soluble fms-like tyrosine kinase 1, VEGFR: vascular endothelial growth factor receptor, VIP: vasoactive intestinal peptide.Fig. 2

The cornea is known to be regulated by anti-lymphangiogenic and anti-hemangiogenic factors. However, it can be breached by the molecules such as interleukin (IL)-1 & −8, monocyte chemotactic protein 1, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), 12-hydroxy-5,8,14-eicosatrienoic acid or by epithelial cell dysfunction ([@bib136]; [@bib200]). The anti-hemangiogenic or anti-lymphangiogenic factors are secreted from corneal epithelial cells, epithelial basement, and endothelial cells or exist in the aqueous humor ([@bib136]). As a check-point, the eye has a cell surface and soluble immunomodulatory factors to suppress effector T cells and other innate cells or induce Tregs ([@bib136]; [@bib297]). Furthermore, CD46, CD55, and CD59 present on the corneal epithelial cells and stroma or in aqueous humor as soluble molecules act as complement modulators ([@bib25]; [@bib136]; [@bib287]). Since functionally an active complement system is present in the aqueous humor, tears, and cornea, a tight regulation by the complement regulatory proteins is critical for the maintenance of the ocular immune privilege ([@bib34]; [@bib214]; [@bib286]). Thus, the dysfunction or absence of complement regulatory molecules of the appropriate species on the corneal xenograft may augment more complement-mediated damage than in an allograft. Corneal endothelial cells constitutively express inhibitory costimulatory signaling molecules that mediate T cell apoptosis, Tregs induction, or ACAID induction, all of which result in a decrease of allograft rejection ([@bib136]; [@bib223]). ACAID has a systemic tolerance for alloantigens placed in the anterior chamber, where antigen-bearing antigen presenting cells (APCs) migrate through the bloodstream, preferentially to the spleen by the upregulation of Tregs ([@bib211]; [@bib223]; [@bib224]). CD8^**+**^ Tregs act in the eye as efferent regulators, whereas CD4^**+**^ Tregs act in the lymphoid organs as afferent regulators that contribute to corneal allograft survival ([@bib37]; [@bib224]).

Besides, the adrenergic nerve is identified as a regulator of leukocyte recruitment, while the sympathetic and sensory nerves influence the migration of APCs ([@bib136]). Streilein JW reported that penetrating keratoplasty (PKP) abolished ACAID ([@bib298], [@bib299]), which may accelerate graft rejection ([@bib345]). The modulation of neuropeptides can prolong corneal allograft survival ([@bib109]; [@bib246]).

In summary, despite the breach of the ocular immune privilege after keratoplasty ([@bib246]), the corneal graft may be benefited from the ocular immune privilege as for a candidate of xenotransplantation, whereas renal or cardiac grafts undergo strong xenogeneic rejection.

2.4. Current standpoint on corneal xenotransplantation as a regenerative medicine {#sec2.4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Scientific advances suggest that the new therapies could replace an allotransplant for a diseased cornea ([@bib22]; [@bib32]; [@bib106]; [@bib161]; [@bib209]; [@bib227]; [@bib296]). The technical approaches can be grouped into three major categories: (1) stem cell therapy, (2) xenotransplantation, and (3) bioengineered products. These techniques are applied differently depending on the corneal layer to be replaced. These methods are still in the developing stage and need to be further improved before clinical usage. Herein, key challenges, benefits, position in clinical stages and ethical concerns are addressed in each approach and compared to each other ([Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} ) ([@bib22]; [@bib27]; [@bib32]; [@bib106]; [@bib161]; [@bib209]; [@bib220]; [@bib227]; [@bib296]). Clinical outcomes of cultivated limbal or oral mucosal epithelial transplantation have been reported, autologous limbal epithelial stem cell therapy has been conditionally approved and clinical trials have been conducted using some biosynthetic analogs ([@bib27]; [@bib106]; [@bib220]; [@bib296]). Xenozoonosis and xenogeneic rejection are major obstacles to overcome for an application of xenotransplantation in human.Table 5Comparative characteristics of each regenerative medical approach for a substitute of corneal or limbal allografts.Table 5Stem cell-based therapyXenotransplantationBioengineered productIndication•LSCD•Stromal scarring•Endothelial cell failure•Corneal opacity•Endothelial cell failure•Corneal opacity•Endothelial cell failureMain Sources•Autologous- or allologous adult stem cells (limbal epithelial or mucosal epithelial cells) for LSCD•iPS for LSCD, endothelial cell failure•ES for LSCD, endothelial cell failure•MSC for stromal scarring•Pig-full thickness graft-anterior lamellar graft-posterior lamellar graft•Stem cells or human corneal cells•Decellularized cornea•Collagen•PolymersBenefits•No Immunosuppression•No zoonosis•No tumorigenicity•Full or partial thickness tissue replacement feasible•Less Immunosuppression•No zoonosis•Composite partial tissue replacement feasibleHurdles•Tumorigenicity•High cost in iPSC & ES generation and differentiation•Limited differentiation of MSC•Low efficiency of iPSC generation•Genetic variability & phenotypic plasticity of ES & iPSC•Cell replacement only (not for the tissue)•Xenogeneic rejection•Xenozoonosis•High cost in DPF- or GE-pig production and maintenance•Primitive stage of regulatory framework in some countries•Low or no cell population in biosynthetic tissue or decellularized cornea•Low tensile strength in biosynthetic tissuePosition in clinical pipeline•[Conditioned approval for autologous limbal epithelial cell therapy by EU]{.ul}•Preclinical stages in iPS, ES, and MSC•Clinical outcomes reported in CLET and COMET•Preclinical stage•[Clinical trial in decellularized cornea & some biosynthetic analogs]{.ul}Ethical concern•Major issue about embryo as human•Issue on human cloning•Major issue on zoonosis•Minor issue on self-identity•Safety issue when stem cell or viral vector are used[^8]

3. Characteristics of porcine cornea as a proper donor product {#sec3}
==============================================================

Characteristics of porcine corneal thickness, biomechanical, optical, and endothelial cell properties compared to the human cornea are shown in [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} .Table 6Characteristics of the porcine cornea in comparison with the human.Table 6Breed of pigPig dataPig Age (months)Human dataHuman Age (years)Central Thickness (μm)Danish Landrace (WT)666 ± 683.5527 ± 3457.9 ± 10.8Wally Whippo (WT)722 ± 52--3.8995 ± 1042SNU miniature (WT)833 ± 6641.7 ± 18.7GE (Revivicor)659 ± 311.5914 ± 2520--25Tensile strength (MPa)3.7 ± 0.2NA3.8 ± 0.4NAMedian shear modulus (kPa)[a](#tbl6fna){ref-type="table-fn"}Danish Crown (WT)0.34NA2.053 ± 14Young\'s modulus (MPa)WT0.22^**ζ**^4--60.29^**ζ**^50--640.30^**ζζ**^0.43^**ζζ**^Stress-strain relationship[b](#tbl6fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}αWT39.3 ± 11.0NA42.8 ± 11.7NAβ2.97 ± 0.22.97 ± 0.2Stress-relaxation[c](#tbl6fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}P (X100)WT64.6 ± 3.3NA85.6 ± 1.5NAK (−)0.055 ± 0.0070.017 ± 0.002Average stress reduction (%)[d](#tbl6fnd){ref-type="table-fn"}WT49.2 ± 8.34--627.7 ± 5.676 ± 6The ratio of average creep strain (%)WT424--64958 ± 6Swell pressure (mmHg)Danish Crown (WT)45[e](#tbl6fne){ref-type="table-fn"}NA84[f](#tbl6fnf){ref-type="table-fn"}NARefractive Power (Diopter)*Sus scrofa* domestica (WT)40.0 ± 2.36--843.7 ± 1.655 ± 11SNU miniature (WT)36.5 ± 1.841.7 ± 18.7GT-KO miniature (GE)43.2 ± 6.111.3 ± 3.4Endothelial cell density (/mm^2^)Wally Whippo (WT)3093 ± 2855--102720 ± 364[g](#tbl6fng){ref-type="table-fn"}40--75GE (Revivicor)3022 ± 25815SNU miniature (WT)2647 ± 3232 ± 15Wally Whippo (WT)2130 ± 19442GE (Revivicor)1714 ± 1920--25[^9][^10][^11][^12][^13][^14][^15][^16][^17][^18]

3.1. Biomechanical and optical properties of porcine cornea {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The central porcine cornea is thicker (659--995 μm) compared to that of humans ([@bib153]; [@bib159]; [@bib161]; [@bib181]). If the central thickness of the xenotransplant was greater than 900 μm, it may be unacceptable for a transplant. Unlike humans, the peripheral thickness in pigs is similar to the central thickness ([@bib161]). Given that porcine corneal thickness depends on the age and the breed of the pig, the appropriate pig\'s age should be selected to match its corneal peripheral thickness with that of the recipient\'s as much as possible. Considering that the presence of an edema leads to a greater thickness measured in *ex vivo* evaluation than that an *in vivo*, a porcine corneal graft with a slightly greater central thickness than that of a human is considered applicable for transplantation.

With regard to biomechanics, the cornea shows both anisotropic elasticity and viscoelastic property. To characterize elasticity, Young\'s modulus (the ratio of longitudinal stress to strain) and shear modulus (the ratio of shear stress to shear strain) are commonly used ([@bib134]). Elasticity is an indicator of material stiffness (stress-strain relation) and tensile strength, as an intensive property of the material, is the maximum stress that a material can withstand while being stretched ([@bib324]), while viscoelastic behavior is the time-dependent response on strain rate, represented by the stress-relaxation and creep ([@bib324]). Stress-relaxation is defined as a change in the load applied to the material under a constant strain, and creep is defined as the deformational change in the strain of a material under a constant load ([@bib324]). The cornea also has a swelling property that affects its biomechanics.

Swelling pressure of the porcine cornea is reported to be lower than that of the human cornea, suggesting rapid swelling in the storage media ([@bib238]; [@bib290]). Although the tensile strength of the porcine cornea seems comparable to that of the human cornea, the stress--strain relationship indicates that the porcine cornea is less resistant to both longitudinal and shear stresses ([@bib80]; [@bib289]; [@bib352]). Stress-relaxation behavior and creep test show that the porcine cornea appears to be less able to maintain its initial shape than the human cornea, which is statistically significant ([@bib80]; [@bib352]). Meanwhile, a report has shown similar stress-relaxation in the values of the spring stiffness constants and the time constants between the human and porcine corneas ([@bib5]). In this study, we used two human donors (79 and 34 years old) with long storage time (2--3 months), which may affect the outcome of stress-relaxation. In summary, the fact that the porcine cornea is less stiff and more viscoelastic than the human cornea might be due to 1) species-specific structural differences of the stroma or 2) confounding factors such as the age-dependent natural cross-linking in older age in humans and 3) the quicker swelling of porcine cornea in storage solution ([@bib113]). So far, long-term mechanical maintenance of the grafts has been stable within normal ranges of intraocular pressure in NHP studies despite these biomechanical differences ([@bib43]; [@bib155]). Given that the viscoelastic behavior is influenced by intraocular pressure ([@bib247]), *in vivo* measurement of the hysteresis in porcine corneal graft should be further investigated with different intraocular pressures.

The refractive power of the wild-type (WT) porcine cornea (36.5--40.4 D) is flatter than that of the human cornea; however, it is steepened after keratoplasty when an oversized xenotransplant is used ([@bib153], [@bib155]; [@bib161]). The refractive power of the GT-KO porcine cornea (43.2 ± 6.1 D) is similar to that of the human cornea ([@bib349]). Indeed, from a surgical point of view, the anatomical characteristics of a porcine cornea (WT or GT-KO) are comparable to those of a human cornea, when the selected donor has the appropriate age ([Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}) ([@bib161]).

3.2. The characteristics of endothelial cells in porcine cornea {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Corneal endothelial cells can keep the cornea transparent. Therefore, the functional potential of the endothelial cells in the porcine cornea should be similar to those of humans. Indeed, the proliferative potential of porcine corneal endothelial cells is comparable to that of humans, irrespective of WT or GT-KO pigs ([@bib99]; [@bib153]).

Furthermore, porcine corneal endothelial cell density (CED) decreases with age, similarly to humans ([Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}) ([@bib153]; [@bib284]) and the age-dependent decrease of CED in GE pigs is higher than that in WT pigs ([Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}) ([@bib161]). Given that more than 2200/mm^2^ of the CED is preferred for a donor graft, the pig\'s age may be limited in accordance with the CED. A previous study reported that the age of WT pigs may be limited to 72 months old or younger for suitable grafts (CED ≥2200 cells/mm^2^) or 48 months old or younger for qualified grafts (CED ≥2500 cells/mm^2^). The age limitation of GE pigs may be different from that of WT pigs. Indeed, preservation time-dependent decrease of CED is comparable to that in humans as a suitable graft, regardless of WT or GT-KO pigs ([@bib153]; [@bib349]). In summary, the mechanical and biophysical properties of porcine cornea are comparable to those of humans when the selected donor is of an appropriate age.

4. Rejection mechanisms in corneal xenotransplantation {#sec4}
======================================================

To understand the different xenogeneic rejections between the vascular organ and the cornea, we will briefly mention rejection responses in cardiac or renal pig-to-NHP xenotransplantation ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} A) ([@bib191]; [@bib293]); (1) hyperacute rejection (HAR) occurs within minutes or hours and it is induced by complement activation via preexisting natural Abs mostly against αGal on the vascular endothelium, (2) Delayed xenograft rejection (DXR) (i.e. acute vascular rejection) occurs within days or weeks and is mediated by anti-αGal, anti-non αGal, and T cell -dependent Abs; activated complements and the coagulation system; and innate immune cells such as natural killer (NK) cells, macrophages, and neutrophils and, (3) chronic rejection follows within weeks or months and is mediated mainly by CD4^**+**^ T cells and macrophages. However, the detailed mechanism of chronic rejection is not well known because acute humoral and cellular rejection has not been overcome in cardiac and renal xenotransplantation so far.Fig. 3**The rejection mechanism in organ xenotransplantation (A), and corneal allo-(B) and xeno-transplantation (C).** A. hyperacute rejection (HAR) and delayed xenotransplant rejection (DXR), which is mediated by Abs against αGal and other antigens, activated complement and coagulation systems, and innate immune cells such as NK cells, macrophages, and neutrophils occur in organ xenotransplantation. B. Corneal allograft rejection is mediated primarily by CD4^**+**^ T cells. Under high-risk circumstances, allografts can be rejected by stimulating complement-dependent cytolytic Abs. C. In corneal xenotransplantation, HAR is not seen, but DXR and chronic rejections are evident through both αGal and non-αGal Ab-dependent complement-mediated cytolysis, and T cell-mediated cellular and Ab responses. NK cell-associated rejection is not evident. Abbreviations: Ab: antibody, αGal: Galα1-3Galβ1-4GlcNAc-R, CD: Cluster of differentiation, NK: natural killer.Fig. 3

To acknowledge the differences between xenogeneic and allogeneic responses in keratoplasty, allogeneic rejection is described hereafter. Although the eye is an immune-privileged site, allogeneic rejection still occurs due to the breach of immune-privilege ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Allogeneic rejection is mediated primarily by CD4^**+**^ T cells ([@bib124]; [@bib254]). It has been debated whether CD8^**+**^ T cells mediate allogeneic rejection ([@bib24]; [@bib225], [@bib226]; [@bib254]). In early studies, CD8^**+**^ T cells do not contribute to allogeneic rejection ([@bib24]; [@bib254]), however recent studies show CD8^**+**^ T cell-mediated rejection despite slow responses ([@bib225], [@bib226]). Under high-risk circumstances, allotransplants can be rejected by stimulating complement-dependent cytolytic Abs ([@bib118]; [@bib222]). It has been also reported that NK cells have a role in corneal allogeneic rejection ([@bib46]; [@bib270]).

4.1. Xenogeneic rejection mechanism with variant donors in early studies {#sec4.1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The immunological barriers in corneal xenotransplantation is less than in solid organ xenotransplantation, however it exceeds the barriers in corneal allotransplantation ([@bib173]). Early studies employ small animal models (i.e. rodent) to investigate the rejection mechanism, or medium to large animals (i.e. rabbit, cat, pig, NHP) to evaluate the efficacy as a preclinical trial with various donors (fish, rabbit, chicken, dog, pig, cow, sheep, NHP, human) ([@bib112]; [@bib173]; [@bib265]). Herein, xenogeneic rejection mechanisms are shown in early studies with variant donors except pig donors ([Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"} ). The graft survival and xenogeneic rejection mechanism are affected depending on phylogenetic discordance, size of the donor, surgical and post-operative trauma, and different animal models (host immune system) ([@bib112]), In the rat models, [@bib265], [@bib266] and Larkin et el ([@bib173]) reported that there was 1) no hyperacute rejection, 2) infiltration of T cell, neutrophil and macrophage, and deposition of Ig G and Ig M in the graft, and 3) production of xenoreactive Ig M and Ig G post-transplantation or preformed xenoreactive Abs in the serum. It has been also reported that sensitization to xenoantigen accelerated corneal xenogeneic rejection ([@bib265]) and similar rejection time was detected in athymic rats (3 days) compared to that in euthymic rats (3 days), suggesting an important role of the innate immune system ([@bib173]). Infiltration of eosinophils were also found in some rat model ([@bib173]). Taken together, acute humoral response with later cell-mediated response is the critical feature differentiating xenogeneic from allogeneic rejection.Table 7Xenogeneic rejection mechanism in orthotopic corneal xenotransplantation using small to medium animal models with variant donors except pig.Table 7Recipient typeReferencesType (PKP/lamella)DonorRecipientDonor size (mm)NAST or MSTHistology of the rejected grafts/serum/DLNRat([@bib265], [@bib266])PKPGuinea pigLewis ACI3.5108 D•OX-19^**+**^ T cells, OX-42^**+**^ neutrophils/macrophages•Ig M & Ig G ↑↑ (graft/serum)Lewis ACI (+xeno-skin graft)85 D•Ig G ↑↑↑ (graft)[@bib173]PKPGuinea pigFischer 3443.0NA3 D•CD4^**+**^ & CD8^**+**^ T cells, macrophages, eosinophils, neutrophils•Anti-rat Ig G~**2a**~/Ig M•Preformed natural Ab (serum)CBH-rnu/rnu (athymic)NA3 D•Few cells in graft (No eosinophil)•Preformed natural Ab (serum)ChickenFischer 344NA2 D•CD4^**+**^ & CD8^**+**^ T cells, macrophages, eosinophils, neutrophils•Anti-rat Ig G/Ig M•Preformed natural Ab (serum)Mouse[@bib305]PKPGuinea pigC.B-17SCID2.08\>56 D^**††**^C57BL/61510 D•Many infiltrating cells•Anti-- guinea pig Ig G ↑ (serum)BALB/c1016 D•Anti-- guinea pig Ig G ↑ (serum)μ KO158 DC3 KO1321 D^**††**^β-2 KO149 DCD4 KO1127 D^**††**^[@bib304]PKPGuinea pigClass II KO2.01131 D^**††**^[@bib344]PKPRat (Lewis)BALB/c (H2^d^)2.0135.8 D•CD3^**+**^ T cells, B cells, neutrophils, mouse Ig G, Ig M & C3•Xenoreactive Ig G & Ig M (serum)BALB/c (H2^d^)\
(+FK506/anti-LFA-1 mAb)967.7 D^**†††**^•Ig G ↓•Ig M & C3, CD3^**+**^ T & B cell not detected on D6 -D10•Xenoreactive Ig G & Ig M ↓ (serum)[@bib250]PKPRat (Lewis)BALB/c2.0118 DBALB/c (+anti CD4 Ab)716.9 D^**†††**^BALB/c (+anti CD8 Ab)118.9 D[@bib273]PKPSprague-Dawley ratsBALB/c (+FTY720, 3 mg/kg/d)2.0515.6 D^**†††**^•CD3^**+**^ T & B cells, macrophages, CD11c cell ↓ c/w control•CD3^**+**^ T & B cells, macrophages, CD11c cell ↓ c/w control in DLN[@bib135]PKPRat (Lewis)BALB/c (+donor-specific anti-sera)2.087.4 D\*BALB/c (+anti CD4 Ab)1044.1 DBALB/c (+donor-specific anti-sera/anti CD4 Ab)821.5 D\*\*PKPGuinea pigCB.17 SCID (+Whole splenocytes)2.01315 DCB.17 SCID (+CD4^**+**^ T cell-depleted splenocytes)27 D\*\*\*•CD8^**+**^ IFNγ^**+**^ T cells•No cytotoxic CD8^**+**^ T cellsCB.17 SCID (+CD4^**+**^/CD8^**+**^ T cell-depleted splenocytes)49 DMedium[@bib12]lamellarox, sheep, horse, pig, guinea-pig, rabbit, humanrabbit5301 W-3.5 M•Eosinophils[@bib84]PKPhumanpigNA115 D•Lymphocytes, histiocytes, eosinophils, neutrophils•Preformed Ig M (serum)•Th1 (IFN-γ) & Th2 (IL-4) ↑ in PBMC[^19][^20][^21][^22]

In mice models, graft survival seems to be relatively longer than that in the rat model. Most mice studies support the importance of CD4^**+**^ T cell-([@bib135]; [@bib250]; [@bib305]) or T cell-([@bib273]; [@bib344]) mediated xenogeneic rejection. Involvement of complement ([@bib305]) or indirect pathway of T-cell activation through the recipient\'s MHCII^**+**^ antigen-presenting cells in xenogeneic rejection ([@bib304]) has been also reported. Although Tanaka et al. demonstrated no role of B cells using μ KO mice ([@bib305]), other three reports indicate the involvement of humoral response in xenogeneic rejection ([@bib135]; [@bib273]; [@bib344]). Meanwhile, mice studies did not indicate an involvement of CD8^**+**^T cells in xenogeneic rejection ([@bib250]; [@bib305]), on the contrary, a rat study presented CD8^**+**^ T cells in xenotransplants ([@bib173]). Additionally, corneal xenotransplants in CD4^**+**^ T cell-depleted mice are susceptible to rejection by interferon (IFN)γ secreting CD8^**+**^ T cells not by cytotoxic CD8^**+**^ T cells ([@bib132]).

In rabbit or pig studies, eosinophil, lymphocytes, neutrophils, or macrophages were observed in the grafts, and increased CD4^**+**^ T cells and preformed Abs were observed in the blood ([@bib12]; [@bib84]). Currently, through small to medium animal studies, evidences have emerged that both cellular and humoral immune responses are involved in corneal xenogeneic rejection ([@bib112]). Taken together, the effect of the each immune cell or humoral factors on xenogeneic rejection are suggested in the following order; CD4^**+**^ T cells »» macrophages »\> Abs, complement » neutrophils, eosinophils \> CT8^**+**^ T cells ([Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}) ([@bib112]). It has been reported that NK/NK-T cells are not involved in corneal xenograft rejection ([@bib305]).

4.2. Xenogeneic rejection mechanism with pig donors {#sec4.2}
---------------------------------------------------

Corneal pig-to-NHP xenotransplants survive longer (\>933 days) than orthotopic cardiac (\>195 days) or renal (310 days) pig-to-NHP xenotransplants ([@bib43]; [@bib53]; [@bib172]; [@bib336]), suggesting less immunological barriers. HAR is not observed in porcine corneal xenotransplants unlike solid organs ([@bib112]). Given that both αGal and non-αGal (e.g. N-glycolylneuraminic acid (NeuGc)) are expressed in porcine corneal cells, acute humoral rejection (i.e. DXR) still occurs ([@bib48]; [@bib163]; [@bib176]). Although αGal-related immune response does not occur in pig-to-rodents or pig-to-rabbits due to the expression of αGal epitopes in host animals, huge disparities of the hierarchical discordance and size between pig and rodents/rabbits still cause the short survivals. Xenogeneic rejection mechanism in orthotopic porcine corneal transplantation using small or medium animals are shown in [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"} .Table 8Xenogeneic rejection mechanism of orthotopic corneal xenotransplantation in pig-to-small or medium sized animal model.Table 8Recipient typeReferencesType (PKP/lamellar)Donor pig breedRecipientDonor size (mm)NMST (Days)Histology of the rejected grafts/plasmaRat[@bib176]PLKLandracerat6.0218.8•αGal in corneal epithelial, stromal & endothelial cells[@bib177]PLKDomesticSprague-Dawley rat6.0219.3•CD8^+^ cells \> CD4^+^ cells•PMN, neutrophils & monocytesSprague-Dawley rat (+IS[a](#tbl8fna){ref-type="table-fn"})709.1[@bib233]PLKSNU miniatureSprague--Dawley rat5.059.7•Neutrophils & macrophages ↑↑•CD8^**+**^ cells \> CD4^+^ cells•Rare NK cellSprague--Dawley rat (+allogeneic rat MSC)510.5[@bib180]ISTDomesticSprague--Dawley rat (+topical steroid)2.04014.0•CD45RO^+^ T cells & CD68^+^ cellsMouse[@bib232]PLKSNU miniatureBALB/c3.0109.0C57BL/6129.0•PMN, neutrophil, eosinophil ↑↑ at D4•Lymphocyte, monocyte, macrophage↑↑ at D13•Macrophages » CD4^**+**^ T cells•Rare CD8^**+**^ T cell/NK cellAthymic Nude1016.0[c](#tbl8fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}•Macrophages & CD4^**+**^ T cells ↓SCID1216.4[c](#tbl8fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}•Macrophages & CD4^**+**^ T cells ↓↓NOG516.9•Macrophages ↓↓•No CD4^**+**^ T/CD8^**+**^ T/NK cell[@bib235]PLKDomesticC57BL/63.0189.4•Macrophages & CD4^+^ T cells ↑↑•Deposition of Ig M & Ig G ↑•Rare CD8^**+**^ T cell/NK cellSCID1816.4•Macrophages ↓•No CD4^**+**^ T/CD8^**+**^ T cellC57BL/6 (+CVF)1815.5[d](#tbl8fnd){ref-type="table-fn"}•Macrophages & CD4^**+**^ T cells ↓•Deposition of Ig M & Ig G ↓•Rare CD8^**+**^ T cell/NK cellSCID (+CVF)1820.5[d](#tbl8fnd){ref-type="table-fn"}•Macrophages ↓↓•No CD4^**+**^ T/CD8^**+**^ T cell[@bib41]PLKSNU miniatureC57BL/62.548•Less IgG depositGT-KO (H-2b)49•CD4^**+**^ cells & macrophages ↑•Rare CD8^**+**^ cells/NK cells•Deposition of Ig M & Ig G ↑•Plasma anti-αGal Ig G ↑medium[@bib237]ALKSNU miniaturerabbit6.01019-28[b](#tbl8fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}•Inflammatory cells ↑↑↑ (258 ± 10/400 HPF)[@bib234]ALKSNU miniaturerabbit7.0829.1[e](#tbl8fne){ref-type="table-fn"}•Monocytes/lymphocytes »\> eosinophil \> PMN (258 ± 60/400 HPF)PKP7.5816.8•Eosinophil»\>monocytes \> PMN (209 ± 71/400 HPF)[@bib236]ALKSNU miniaturerabbit8.0728•CD3^+^ lymphocytes ↑↑↑ at 1 M[^23][^24][^25][^26][^27][^28]

In the rat models, 1) infiltration of T cells and macrophages are evident in the graft, 2) neutrophils and monocytes were found, 3) CD8^**+**^ T cells were found more than CD4^**+**^ T cells unlike in mouse model, and 4) NK cells were rarely found ([@bib177], [@bib180]; [@bib233]). Humoral response had not been investigated in a pig-to-rat corneal transplantation. Furthermore, the systemic administration of steroid, cyclosporin and mycophenolate mofetil (MMF) or the topical application of allogenic rat mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) did not prolong graft survivals ([@bib177]; [@bib233]).

In mice models, the median survival time (MST) of the grafts was significantly prolonged in nude (T cell-defective), severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID; T and B cell-defective), or NOD/SCID/γc^null^ (NOG; T, B, and NK cell-defective) mice compared to WT mice ([@bib232]). MST was not different among the nude, SCID, and NOG mice, suggesting that T cells are important for the rejection compared with B or NK cells ([@bib232]). The MST significantly increased in both WT and SCID mice when complement depleted by cobra venom factor ([@bib235]). Histology also showed that 1) infiltration of CD4^**+**^ T cells and macrophages, and deposition of Ig M and Ig G are evident, 2) neutrophils and eosinophils were found in early period and monocytes were infiltrated later, 3) CD8^**+**^ T cells and NK cells were rarely found ([@bib41]; [@bib232], [@bib235]). Furthermore, a pig-to-GT-KO mouse corneal xenotransplantation study showed that a gradual increase of IgG αGal Ab in the plasma and deposition of anti- αGal Ig G and Ig M in the grafts ([@bib41]). In an *in vitro* study, the absence of αGal or NeuGc on corneal endothelial cells reduced human Ab binding ([@bib184]). Hence, αGal or non-αGal might have a role in corneal xenotransplantation.

In pig-to-rabbit corneal xenotransplantation, T cells, monocytes, and eosinophils are found ([@bib237], [@bib234], [@bib236]) and lamellar grafts survived longer than full thickness grafts ([@bib234]). Based on histological analysis in rejected grafts of NHPs ([Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"} ), CD4^**+**^ and CD8^**+**^ T cells, macrophages, B cells and deposition of Ig G and complement are observed, and neutrophils and eosinophils are sometimes found. Moreover, aqueous humor activated complement and CD8^**+**^IFNγ^**+**^ cells in the blood have been reported to be a predictive biomarker of xenogeneic rejection in NHPs ([@bib350]). Hence, the critical role of the complement in xenogeneic rejection is presumably related with the fact that the porcine equivalent complement-regulatory protein is less capable of providing protection from the activation of the human complement; this probably due to relatively species-specific complementary modulatory proteins ([@bib173]; [@bib359]). Involvement of CD8^**+**^IFNγ^**+**^ cells in NHPs corresponds with that of a previous SCID mouse study reconstituted with CD4^**+**^ T cell-depleted splenocytes ([@bib132]). Increased donor specific Ig G and anti-non-αGaI Ig G are consistently observed in most NHPs with rejected grafts, while anti-αGal Ig M/Ig G increased in rejected WT grafts ([Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}).Table 9Preclinical efficacy data and accompanying xenogeneic rejection mechanism of pig-to-NHP corneal xenotransplantation.Table 9ReferencesTypeDonor pig breed/GEGraft size (mm)/Thickness (㎛)Survival daysImmunosuppressionHistology, AH and blood changes in NHPs with the rejected grafts[@bib7]ALKDomestic/WT5.0/100-200\>30,\>30, \>30,\
75, 165, 180None•CD4^+^ & CD8^+^ T cells & macrophages at 6 M•Macrophages at 1 M•No NK cell at 1 M[@bib358]ALKWZS miniature/WT6.0/anterior half\>90, \>90,\
\>90, \>90None•Inflammatory cells[@bib186]ALKWZS miniature/WT7.0/anterior half180, 15,\
180,180,180None•Eosinophils, lymphocytes[@bib42]ALKSNU miniature/WT7.5/312.5--375\>398, \>194,\
24.5, 24.5Topical, subconjunctival, and systemic steroid•CD8^+^ T cells & macrophages » CD4^+^ T & B cells•Deposition of C3c•Aqueous C3a ↑ at 4 W•Effector CD8^+^ T cells, donor pig--specific IgG ↑ (blood)[@bib317]ALKLarge White/WT6.5/350-4009,70,21,21Topical steroid•Macrophages, CD4^+^ T cells \> B cells•Focal Ig M and C3c deposits•Preformed anti-αGal & anti-non-αGal Ig M & Ig G (plasma)•Ig M & Ig G xenoreactive Ab↑ (plasma)•Complement-dependent cytotoxicity against donor cell (serum)[@bib156]DALKSNU miniature/WT7.5/687.5--750\>389, \>382,\
\>236, \>201, \>61Topical, subconjunctival, and systemic steroid + IVIG + Anti-CD40 Ab•CD4^+^ & CD8^+^ T cells, B cells & macrophages ↑ (They were scarcely found in the accepted grafts)•IgG/C3c deposits ↑ (IgG deposits ↓ in the accepted grafts)•No increase in AH C3a with the accepted grafts•CD28^**−**^CD95^**+**^ CD4^+^ & CD8^+^ T cells ↓ with accepted grafts (blood)[@bib317]ALKLarge White/hCTLA4-Ig transgenic6.5/350-40021,50,\
90,120Topical steroid•Macrophages, CD4^**+**^ T & B cells•Ig M & Ig G xenoAb↑ with hCTLA4-Ig transgenic donor pig (plasma)•Complement-dependent cytotoxicity against donor cell (serum)ALK*Sus scrofa*/GT-KO + hCD39 + hCD55 + hCD59 + FT6.5/350-4009,34[@bib358]PKPWZS miniature/WT6.0/Full12, 16, 16,\
16, 12, 18None•A few inflammatory cellsPKPWZS miniature/WT6.0/Full129, 276,\
182, 144Subconjunctival steroid•Few inflammatory cells[@bib145]PKPWZS miniature/WT6.0/Full32, 42, 40,\
34, 38, 30Systemic cyclophosphamide + BMT•Low levels of inflammatory cells•No eosinophil•Ig A & C3c lower than in control (serum)PKPWZS miniature/WT6.0/Full12, 18, 16,\
20, 20, 20Systemic cyclophosphamide•Eosinophils ↑↑•Ig A & C3c ↑(serum)[@bib43]PKPSNU miniature/WT8.0/Full21,28,29Topical, subconjunctival, and systemic steroid•Macrophages, B & CD8^+^ T cells » CD4^+^ T cells•Ig G and C3c deposition•Expression of αGal ↑•Anti-αGal Ig M/Ig G ↑ (plasma)•Donor pig-specific Ig G ↑ (plasma)•AH C3a, IFNγ, TNFα, IL-2, IL-12, IL-4, IL-5, IP-10, MCP-1, RANTES ↑\>933, \>243,\
318, \>192Topical, subconjunctival, and systemic steroid + Anti-CD154 Ab•Few inflammatory cells•Less Ig G & C3c deposition•Expression of αGal ↓↓[@bib69]PKPLarge White·Landrace/WT6.5/Full157, 28,\
92, 33Topical and subconjunctival steroid•Inflammatory cells at the junction•CD3^+^ T cells•No CD4^**+**^ & CD8^**+**^ T & B cell, macrophage•Anti-αGal & non-αGal Ig G/Ig M ↑ (plasma)•Donor pig-specific Ig G/Ig M ↑ (plasma)Large White·Landrace/GT-KO + CD46128, 57,\
47, 171•Inflammatory cells at the junction•CD3^+^ T cells•No CD4^**+**^ & CD8^**+**^ T & B cell, macrophage•Non-αGal Ig G/Ig M ↑ (plasma)•Donor pig-specific Ig G/Ig M ↑ (plasma)[@bib182]PKPLarge White/GT-KO + CD466.5/Full\>90, \>90, \>90,\>90Topical, subconjunctival, and systemic steroid•Retrocorneal membranes originated from donor[@bib155]PKPSNU miniature/WT7.5/Full41, \>196, \>203, \>273, \>422 \> 511Topical, subconjunctival, and systemic steroid + IVIG + Anti-CD40 Ab•CD4^+^ & CD8^+^ T & B cells & macrophages ↑ (They were barely seen in the accepted grafts)•Anti-donor specific IgG↑ (plasma)97\>, 134, \>184, \>210, \>260, 297, \>470Topical, subconjunctival, and systemic steroid + Tacrolimus^a^ + IVIG + Basiliximab + Anti-CD20 Ab^b^[@bib350]PKPSNU miniature/WT7.5/Full56, 92, 162, \>181, \>182,\
\>182,\>198Topical, subconjunctival, and systemic steroid + Tacrolimus^c^ + IVIG + Basiliximab + Anti-CD20 Ab^d^•CD8^**+**^IFNγ^**+**^ T cells ↑↑at 2 W (blood)•AH & plasma C3a↑↑•Donor specific Ig G↑↑ (plasma)•Anti-αGal Ig G↑↑ (plasma)29, 149, 161Topical, subconjunctival, and systemic steroid + Tacrolimus^e^ + IVIG + Basiliximab[@bib349]PKPWhite Yucatan/GK-KO or GT-KO + hCD397.5/Full37, 55, 72,\
91, 165[b](#tbl9fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}Topical, subconjunctival, and systemic steroid + Tacrolimus^e^•CD4^+^ & CD8^+^ T & B cells & macrophages•AH C3a & plasma anti-non-αGaI IgG ↑•Depositions of C3c and Ig G•Retrocorneal membrane originated from recipientWhite Yucatan/GT-KO or GT + CMAH + iGb3s triple KO\>83, \>187, \>187, \>375Topical, subconjunctival, and systemic Steroid + Tacrolimus^a^ + IVIG + Basiliximab + Anti-CD20 Ab^b^•Few inflammatory cells.•No change of anti-non-αGaI Ig G (plasma)•Less high AH C3a than in control[@bib196]DSAEKWZS miniature/WT6.0/posterior lamellar[a](#tbl9fna){ref-type="table-fn"}\<30, \<30, \>58, \>180, \>180, \>270, \>298Topical and subconjunctival steroid•CD4^+^, CD8^+^, CD68^+^ cells•Scarce B cells•Depositions of C3c and Ig G•Ig M/Ig G anti-αGal ↑(plasma)•AH IL-6 ↑[^29][^30][^31][^32][^33]

Therefore, xenogeneic rejection mechanisms in porcine corneal xenotransplantation are summarized as follows ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C): (1) HAR is not seen in all animal models, (2) acute and chronic rejections are evident through CD4^+^ T cell-mediated cellular, humoral, and complement-mediated innate responses, (3) involvement of CD8^**+**^ T cell is different depending on the animal models, and CD8^+^ T cell-associated rejection is evident in NHP model, and (4) NK cell-associated rejection is not seen in all the animal models.

A few studies on the immunogenicity of MHC in xenogeneic rejection have been reported. In corneal allotransplantation, studies published before the year 2000 have shown controversial outcomes on the effect of HLA matching allograft survival along with erroneous HLA typing results ([@bib321]). However, the technical advances in HLA typing methods after the year 2000 allowed recent studies to provide consistent evidence that HLA matching is beneficial to allograft survival in both low- and high-risk corneal allografts ([@bib321]). New evidences indicate that homologous sequences are identified between HLA and swine leukocyte antigens (SLA), and some anti-HLA antibodies are cross-reactive with SLA in sensitized individuals ([@bib28]; [@bib218]). Furthermore, an evidence indicates that porcine cells present SLA antigens directly to human T cells ([@bib219]), suggesting that MHC antigen-mediated T cell response may have a role in xenotransplantation. Additionally, CIITA-DN transgenic pigs that reduce SLA class II expression also inhibit human anti-pig T cell responses ([@bib115]). Moreover, SLA I was expressed in both pig corneal and aortic endothelial cells with *in vitro* human CD4^**+**^ T cell responses against them ([@bib114]). Therefore, it is possible that SLA mediated T cell responses or recipient\'s MHC antibody mediated cross-responses in corneal xenogeneic rejection.

5. Immunomodulating agents in xenotransplantation {#sec5}
=================================================

The principal goal of immunomodulating agent administration is to balance the benefit of rejection prevention and the risk of over-immunosuppression. To find the optimal combinations to prevent xenogeneic rejection, almost all immunosuppressants currently applied to allotransplantation, along with various biologic agents under investigation, have been tested in pig-to-NHP transplantation models, which are considered the optimal animal models to justify initiating a clinical trial ([@bib130]; [@bib160]). [Table 10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"} shows various kinds of immunosuppressants and their mechanism of action in the immune system. [Table 10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"} also includes effective drugs that enabled long-term survival of the porcine heart, kidney, islet and corneal grafts in NHP recipients for more than 6 months. Although targeted genetic manipulation of the donor pig has allowed to significantly reduce immunosuppression, potent systemic immunosuppressive strategies are still needed to overcome antigenic differences between species. Conversely, common protocols used for induction and maintenance therapy in current solid organ allotransplantation including heart, liver, lung, kidney and pancreas ([@bib35]; [@bib55]; [@bib63]; [@bib164]; [@bib192]) are less effective in xenotransplantation.Table 10Immunomodulating agents applied to allotransplantation and potential candidates for xenotransplantation clinical trials.Table 10Immunomodulating agentsMechanism of actionSpecific usepig-to-NHP Xenotransplantation[a](#tbl10fna){ref-type="table-fn"}FDA approved for transplantationInductionAnti-thymocyte globulinPolyclonal Ab from horses or rabbits immunized with human thymocytes, T-cell depletingACRHeart, isletsBasiliximabInhibition of IL-2 receptor (CD25), T-cell non-depleting[PKP]{.ul}, isletsBelatacept, abataceptPrevent interaction between CD80 and CD86 receptors on the antigen presenting cell and CD28 on the T cellIsletsMaintenanceCyclosporine AInhibition of the enzyme calcineurin by binding of cytoplasmic cyclophilin A/DTacrolimusInhibition of the enzyme calcineurin by binding of FKBP-12[PKP]{.ul}AzathioprineInhibition of the cell cycle by antagonizing purine metabolismMycophenolic acidsInhibition of the lymphocyte cycle by blocking inosine monophosphate dehydrogenaseKidney, heart, isletsSirolimus, everolimusInhibition of the enzyme mTOR by binding of FKBP-12Heart, isletsBelatacept, abataceptPrevent interaction between CD80 and CD86 receptors on the antigen presenting cell and CD28 on the T cellIslets*FDA non-approved, commercially available*CorticosteroidsBinding of the glucocorticoid receptorACR, AMR[PKP, LKP, DSAEK,]{.ul} kidney, heart, isletsAlemtuzumabBinding of CD52, T-cell depletingIntravenous immunoglobulinModulating antigen presenting cell activity and compliment activationDesensitization, AMR[PKP]{.ul}RituximabMonoclonal Ab against CD20Desensitization, AMR[PKP]{.ul}, heartBortezomibReversible inhibitor of the 26 S proteasome\
Suppression of Ab production from mature plasma cellsDesensitization, AMREculizumabBlockade of the C5b-9 membrane attack complexDesensitization, AMRC1 esterase inhibitorInhibition of compliment systemHeartFingolimodSphingosine-1-phosphate receptor agonistIsletsEfalizumabBlockade of interaction between leukocyte function associated antigen 1 and intracellular adhesion moleculeIsletsEtanercept, adalimumabAnti-tumor necrosis factor-alpha inhibitorHeart, isletsIL-1 receptor antagonistIL-1 inhibitorHeartIL-6 receptor antagonistIL-6 inhibitorHeart*Under investigation*Anti-CD154 AbBlockade of CD40^−^CD154 costimulatory signal[PKP]{.ul}, kidney, heart, isletsAnti-CD40 AbBlockade of CD40^−^CD154 costimulatory signal[PKP, LKP]{.ul}, heart, isletsCD4R1Rhesus recombinant CDR-grafted anti-CD4 AbKidneyM-T807R1Mouse/rhesus CDR-grafted form of the depleting anti-CD8a AbKidneyCobra venom factorInhibition of compliment systemIsletsRegulatory T cellsInduction and maintenance of peripheral toleranceIsletsRegulatory B cellsDevelopment of peripheral toleranceTolerogenic/regulatory dendritic cellsDevelopment of peripheral toleranceMixed chimerismDevelopment of central and peripheral tolerance[^34][^35]

5.1. Current immunomodulating regimen in corneal allotransplantation {#sec5.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Given the huge antigenic difference between pig and humans, the clinical application of a porcine corneal graft may need specific management of high-risk corneal allotransplantation. The following management is suggested for high-risk corneal allotransplantation. As preoperative management, a useful approach is to reduce the host corneal neovascularization with corticosteroids (CSs) ([@bib154]) or anti-VEGF Ab ([@bib23]; [@bib85]; [@bib323]). In addition to CS, topical cyclosporine A (CsA) 2% ([@bib15]; [@bib139]) or tacrolimus 0.03% ([@bib62]; [@bib201]) are reported to be effective in high-risk keratoplasty as a selective T cell inhibitor. Regarding a systemic immunosuppressive regimen, CSs represents the key medication ([@bib3]; [@bib67]; [@bib137]) and CsA has long been used to prevent rejection in high-risk corneal allotransplantation. However, there has been no consensus on its efficacy ([@bib133]; [@bib281]). In summary, tacrolimus, MMF, and rapamycin have been reported to be administered in high-risk recipients ([@bib18]; [@bib36]; [@bib148]).

5.2. Immunomodulating regimen in corneal xenotransplantation {#sec5.2}
------------------------------------------------------------

[Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows several immunosuppressive drugs that are applied in the xenotransplantation area and their targets. Certain combinations of the following drugs enabled long-term (\>6 months) survival of porcine corneal grafts in NHP recipients, and thus, might be potential candidates for corneal xenotransplantation human clinical trials ([@bib43]; [@bib155]).Fig. 4**Immunosuppressive drugs for corneal transplantation and their sites of action in the immune system.** There are various kinds of immunosuppressive drugs that have been used in high-risk corneal allotransplantation or pig-to-non-human primate (NHP) corneal transplantation experiments. Most of these drugs target interactions between T cells and antigen-presenting cells or intracellular pathway involved in T cell activation. Drugs highlighted with a red-colored text are potential candidates for corneal xenotransplantation clinical trials, of which efficacy and safety have been proven in pig-to-NHP corneal transplantation studies. Abbreviations: AP-1: activating protein-1, APC: antigen presenting cell, CS: corticosteroid, CsA: cyclosporine A, CTLA: cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen, FKBP: FK506-binding protein, G1: cell cycle gap phase 1, G2: cell cycle gap phase 2, IVIG: intravenous immunoglobulin, M: cell cycle mitosis phase, MHC: major histocompatibility complex, MPA: mycophenolic acid, mTOR: mammalian target of rapamycin, NFAT: nuclear factor of activated T cells, NF-κB: nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells, TCR: T cell receptor, S: cell cycle synthesis phase. . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)Fig. 4

### 5.2.1. Emerging biological agents for corneal xenotransplantation {#sec5.2.1}

#### 5.2.1.1. Antibody-based non-costimulatory blockade agents {#sec5.2.1.1}

Basiliximab is a chimeric monoclonal antibody (mAb), which competitively inhibits the alpha subunit of the IL-2 receptor (CD25) ([@bib263]); it inhibits T-cell proliferation but does not cause depletion and is used in combination with other immunosuppressants with no increase in adverse effects ([@bib128]). Rituximab is also a chimeric mAb against the protein CD20 primarily on B cells. Both basiliximab and rituximab have been used for corneal pig-to-NHP studies and showed long-term survival of grafts ([@bib155]; [@bib349]). Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) products are derived from pooled human plasma and suppress APC activity, Ab production, and complement activation. IVIG has emerged as an important component of desensitization protocols and for the treatment of antibody-mediated rejection (AMR) and pig-to-NHP corneal xenotransplantation ([@bib43]; [@bib147]).

#### 5.2.1.2. Antibody-based costimulatory blockade agents {#sec5.2.1.2}

Belatacept is a high-affinity variant of fusion protein composed of the Fc fragment of a human IgG1 immunoglobulin linked to the extracellular domain of cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen (CTLA)-4, which has been used for long-term survival of porcine islet cells in NHP recipients ([@bib30]; [@bib313]). It can increase the risk of posttransplant lymphoproliferative disorder (PTLD) in Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-seronegative recipients ([@bib325]).

Anti-CD154 Ab is the one of the main therapy used in cardiac, renal, or corneal pig-to-NHP transplantation ([@bib43]; [@bib172]; [@bib336]). Based on the preclinical efficacy of anti-CD154 treatment, a clinical trial was initiated using a humanized anti-CD154 mAb (ruplizumab/BG9588) in kidney transplantation ([@bib166]). However, the development of this drug was discontinued because of concerns related to thromboembolic complications ([@bib152]; [@bib168]). Anti-CD154 mAb can directly activate platelets since CD154 is expressed on the platelet surface ([@bib340]). At least three anti-CD154 Abs (letolizumab/BMS-986004, dapirolizumab pegol/CDP7657, and VIB4920) have been developed to minimize thromboembolic complications and are undergoing human clinical trial for autoimmune diseases ([@bib269]), which are expected to be applied in the xenotransplantation field.

CD40 became an alternative therapeutic target to avoid thromboembolic complications in cardiac and corneal pig-to-NHP transplantation ([@bib155]; [@bib172]). Bleselumab/ASKP1240 is a fully human IgG4 anti-CD40 mAb, and a recent phase II clinical trial for kidney transplantation demonstrated noninferiority to tacrolimus and MMF-based standard care ([@bib119]). CFZ533 is an anti-CD40 mAb with a modified Fc domain ([@bib261]), and a phase I/II clinical trial for kidney transplantation showed efficacy. BI-655064, a humanized anti-CD40 mAb, is involved in an ongoing clinical trial to investigate the safety, efficacy, and therapeutic mechanism against autoimmune diseases ([@bib326]).

#### 5.2.1.3. Cell-based therapies {#sec5.2.1.3}

Cell-based therapy is innovative and a possible strategy to minimize the use of immunosuppression and improve long-term graft survival ([@bib29]; [@bib98]). Indeed, a marked prolongation of porcine renal graft survival has been reported in baboon recipients with co-transplanted vascularized thymic tissue ([@bib343]). Furthermore, Tregs have been extensively studied for its prevention of graft rejection. Indeed, at least 15 clinical trials in solid organ transplantation are ongoing using *ex vivo* expanded autologous Tregs ([@bib264]). Moreover, regulatory B cells can modulate the differentiation of T cells and produce IL-10, transforming growth factor (TGF)-β, and IL-35 and early phase clinical trials of tolerogenic/regulatory dendritic cells (DCtols/DCregs) in renal or liver transplantation have begun ([@bib231]). A few clinical trials have used MSCs to investigate safety and feasibility, while ongoing clinical trials with MSCs are studying the minimization of immunosuppression in renal and liver transplantation ([@bib257]).

Mixed chimerism is defined as a state where donor and recipient hematopoietic cells coexist at levels sufficient to be detected by standard techniques. Mixed chimerism has been used for renal and corneal pig-to-NHP studies ([@bib145]; [@bib267]). Sustained full chimerism can allow central deletional tolerance, while transient chimerism-based tolerance appear to initially depend on Tregs followed by gradual, peripheral deletion of donor-reactive T cells. At least three clinical trials are ongoing in living-donor kidney transplantation ([@bib240]).

### 5.2.2. Clinically relevant immunomodulating regimens based on pig-to-NHP corneal xenotransplantation studies {#sec5.2.2}

Although parts of pig-to-NHP studies showed CS-based regimens prolonged the survival of grafts, CS-only immunosuppression does not guarantee the long-term survival of grafts even in lamellar keratoplasty (LKP) models ([@bib42]; [@bib317]; [@bib358]). The introduction of GE pigs or mixed chimerism did not show long-term survival of xenotransplants ([@bib69]; [@bib145]; [@bib317]). In contrast, both anti-CD154 mAb- and anti-CD40 Ab-based immunosuppression significantly prolonged the survival of WT corneal xenotransplants ([@bib43]; [@bib156], [@bib155]). However, both of them are not commercially available. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that a combination of commercially available drugs, including rituximab and tacrolimus, also demonstrated long-term survival of both WT and GT-KO full-thickness xenotransplants ([@bib45]; [@bib155]; [@bib349]). Induction therapy and preventions of AMR seem to be crucial, and to date, induction using CS, basiliximab, IVIG, and rituximab and maintenance with tacrolimus and rituximab are a feasible option for human clinical trials based on pig-to-NHP corneal transplantation data ([@bib44]; [@bib155]). Since a recent pig-to-NHP endothelial keratoplasty (EK) study showed efficacy under subconjunctival injection of CSs ([@bib196]), this implies that a regional CSs might be an option for patients with compromised endothelial cells.

Regarding general health status, NHP recipients with porcine corneal transplants maintained good appetite and physical activity during the long-term period of immunosuppression using CSs-, costimulatory blockade agents-, and rituximab/tacrolimus/basiliximab-based regimens, although costimulatory blockade agents and rituximab/tacrolimus/basiliximab induced early weight loss ([@bib43], [@bib45]; [@bib156], [@bib155]). A case of asymptomatic tacrolimus-associated thrombotic microangiopathy, diagnosed via laboratory tests, was reportedly treated with a discontinuation of tacrolimus and administration of anticoagulant ([@bib157]). Long-term immunosuppression with the mentioned above immunosuppressive regimens have neither significantly affected white blood cell counts, liver enzyme levels, blood urea nitrogen/creatinine levels, and hematocrit nor caused electrolyte imbalance in rhesus recipients ([@bib45]).

For the long-term survival of other xenografts including heart, kidney, and islet cells, treatment with costimulation blockade agents is also crucial for maintenance therapy in most pig-to-NHP transplantation experiments ([@bib33]; [@bib54]; [@bib131]; [@bib197]; [@bib336]). Only two studies showed long-term survival of neonatal or embryonic islet xenotransplants with CD40/CD154 pathway-sparing regimens using rituximab, anti-thymocyte globulin (ATG), and belatacept as induction regimens; and abatacept, everolimus, and FTY720 as maintenance therapy ([@bib126]; [@bib314]).

6. Preclinical efficacy data of porcine corneal xenotransplantation in NHP studies {#sec6}
==================================================================================

Corneal xenotransplant survival depends on the graft type, graft size, level of immunosuppression, and a hierarchical discordance between the donor and the recipient ([@bib159]). Therefore, the survival of corneal xenotransplants in NHP studies differs between small and medium animal models. Given that porcine corneal matrix proteins showed higher suitability for humans compared to other studied species ([@bib278]), the preclinical efficacy data of corneal xenotransplantation using pig donor are reviewed ([Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}).

The International Xenotransplantation Association (IXA) reached a consensus to set a threshold for the preclinical efficacy of NHP study sufficient to justify starting a clinical trial for corneal xenotransplantation ([@bib160]). NHP data support a clinical trial if the porcine corneal xenotransplants survived for more than 6 months in five of eight consecutive NHPs; and ideally for 12 months in one or two successful cases ([@bib160]). The preclinical efficacy of all NHP studies since 2003 are shown in [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}.

6.1. Anterior lamellar keratoplasty {#sec6.1}
-----------------------------------

Since endothelial cells are not included, the immune response in ALK is less than in PKP. When the anterior lamellar (100 μm to anterior half thickness) grafts with a small diameter (5.0--7.0 mm) are transplanted, about 90--180 days of survival had been reported even without immunosuppression ([@bib7]; [@bib186]; [@bib358]). Meanwhile, although topical CS was used, thicker lamellar grafts (350--400 μm) were rejected within 21 days ([@bib317]). When anti-CD40 Ab was used, deep anterior lamellar keratoplasty (DALK) showed more than 180 days of xenotransplant survivals ([@bib156]). One study used cornea from GE pigs. The human cytotoxic T-lymphocyte associated antigen4-immunoglobulin (hCTLA4-Ig) or GT-KO/hCD39/hCD55/hCD59/Fucosyltransferase transgenic pig corneas did not increase the survival of xenotransplant in ALK ([@bib317]).

6.2. Penetrating keratoplasty {#sec6.2}
-----------------------------

PKP requires strong immunosuppressants to overcome xenogeneic rejection. Since corneal grafts of 7.5--8.0 mm size are commonly used in humans ([@bib274]), the outcome of NHP studies that used 7.5 mm or larger grafts is closer to the outcome of human PKP than those with smaller grafts.

Five studies have reported graft survival for more than 6 months ([@bib43]; [@bib155]; [@bib350], [@bib349]; [@bib358]). Among these studies, one satisfied the threshold requirements for a clinical trial with anti-CD40 Ab- or anti-CD20 Ab/tacrolimus-based immunosuppressive regimen ([Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}) ([@bib155]). Conversely, studies where CS and tacrolimus were applied failed to achieve long-term graft survival and to reduce inflammatory biomarkers ([Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} ) ([@bib43]; [@bib155]; [@bib350]). In the rejected graft, a dense infiltration of CD4^+^ T and CD8^+^ T cells, B cells, and macrophages were observed, while most accepted grafts showed minimal infiltration of those cells ([Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib43]; [@bib155]). In NHPs with rejected grafts, the complement component 3a (C3a) in aqueous humor increased and severe deposition of complement component 3c (C3c) was found in the grafts ([Figs. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib43]; [@bib155]; [@bib350]). Treatment with anti-CD40 Ab- or anti-CD20 Ab/tacrolimus-based immunosuppressive regimen inhibited inflammatory cell infiltration, IgG and complement deposition in the grafts and reduced aqueous activated complement, donor-specific IgG, anti-αGal IgG, or activated B cells as well ([Figs. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib43]; [@bib155]; [@bib350]).Fig. 5Representative photographs, H&E, and immunofluorescence staining images in NHPs with wild-type porcine corneal grafts with different immunosuppressive regimens. All grafts were rejected in the steroid group within 4 weeks, while long-term graft survival (\>6 months) was shown in anti-CD154 Ab (aCD154), anti-CD40 Ab (aCD40), and anti-CD20 Ab (aCD20) groups. Rejected grafts show densely infiltrated by CD3^+^CD4^+^ T, CD3^+^CD8^+^ T, and CD3^−^CD20^+^ B cells and CD68^+^ macrophages with dense depositions of IgG and C3c. Abbreviations: Ab: antibody, C3c: complement component 3c, CD: cluster of differentiation, H&E: hematoxylin and eosin, Ig: immunoglobulin, NHP: non-human primate, Note: Fluorescein color of CD8 and CD20 are green in Steroid and aCD154 groups, and red in aCD40 and aCD20 groups. All NHPs received methylprednisolone intramuscularly at an initial dose of 2 mg/kg/d and tapered over 5 weeks. aCD154 group: Recombinant anti-CD154 Ab (V-regions from mouse 5C8 clone; C-regions human IgG1k) was intravenously administered 15 to 19 times at a dose of 20 mg/kg aCD40 group: A mouse-rhesus chimeric monoclonal anti-CD40 Ab (2C10R4, NIH Non-human Primate Reagent Resource) was intravenously administered 15 times at a dose of 30--50 mg/kg aCD20 group: Anti-CD20 Ab (Rituximab; MabThera®, Hoffmann-La Roche, Basel, Switzerland) was intravenously administered at a dose of 20 mg/kg on postoperative days 0 and 7, and every 2 months. Tacrolimus (Prograf®; Astellas Pharma US, Deerfield, IL, USA) was intramuscularly administered twice daily at a dose of 0.05 mg/kg. . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)Fig. 5Fig. 6Comparative analysis of graft survival and inflammatory biomarkers in NHPs with wild-type porcine corneal grafts with different immunosuppressive regimens. (A--F) Kaplan-Meier survival curve shows longer median survival time (MST) in anti-CD20 Ab (aCD20) or Costimulation blockade (CoB) group than in steroid (S) or steroid + tacrolimus (S + T) group (log-rank test, P \< 0.05), while no differences of MST were found between S and S + T group or between aCD20 and CoB group, respectively. (G) The postoperative level of C3a in the aqueous humor was significantly higher in S group than in aCD20 or CoB group, (H) level of donor-specific IgG was significantly higher in S group than in the aCD20 or CoB group as well, and (I) level of anti-αGal IgG was significantly higher in S group than in CoB group at 4 weeks. (J) The concentration of CD8^+^IFNγ^+^ cells at 2 weeks. (K) The concentration of activated B cells was significantly lower in the aCD20 group than in the S, S + T, or CoB groups. Statistical significance was tested by Kruskal-Wallis test followed by an uncorrected Dunn\'s test. Abbreviations: Ab: antibody, αGal: Galα1-3Galβ1-4GlcNAc-R, C3a: complement component 3a, CD: cluster of differentiation, Ig: Immunoglobulin, MFI: mean fluorescence intensity, NHP: non-human primate, ns: not significant, Preop: preoperative, W: weeks; Notes: All NHPs received methylprednisolone intramuscularly at an initial dose of 2 mg/kg/d and tapered over 5 weeks. Steroid group (S; n = 3) was received steroid only. Steroid combined with tacrolimus (S + T; n = 3) group: Tacrolimus (Prograf®; Astellas Pharma US, Deerfield, IL, USA) was intramuscularly administered twice daily at a dose of 0.035 mg/kg. CoB group includes both aCD154 and aCD40 groups. aCD154 group (aCD154; n = 4): Recombinant anti-CD154 Ab (V-regions from mouse 5C8 clone; C-regions human IgG1k) was intravenously administered 15 to 19 times at a dose of 20 mg/kg aCD40 group (aCD40; n = 6): A mouse-rhesus chimeric monoclonal anti-CD40 Ab (2C10R4, NIH Non-human Primate Reagent Resource) was intravenously administered 15 times at a dose of 30--50 mg/kg aCD20 group (aCD20; n = 7): Anti-CD20 Ab (Rituximab; MabThera®, Hoffmann-La Roche, Basel, Switzerland) was intravenously administered at a dose of 20 mg/kg on postoperative days 0 and 7, and every 2 months. Tacrolimus (Prograf®; Astellas Pharma US, Deerfield, IL, USA) was intramuscularly administered twice daily at a dose of 0.05 mg/kg.All data are described as mean ± standard error; \*P \< 0.05; \*\*P \< 0.01.Fig. 6

Regarding the GE porcine corneas, most PKP studies used various pigs including GT-KO. To date, GE porcine cornea did not show a significant increase in graft survival compared to WT porcine cornea ([@bib69]; [@bib349]). Indeed, one study achieved long-term graft survival of GT-KO based GE porcine corneas, only when the recipients received anti-CD20 Ab/tacrolimus-based immunosuppressive regimen ([@bib349]). Furthermore, survival analysis showed no differences between WT and GE porcine cornea regardless of steroid/tacrolimus- or anti-CD20 Ab-based regimens ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} ) ([@bib350], [@bib349]). In GT-KO/CD46 transgenic porcine corneal grafts, T cell infiltration is accompanied by an increased non-αGal Abs in NHPs ([@bib69]). Moreover, T and B cells still infiltrate in hCTLA4-Ig transgenic porcine corneal grafts ([@bib317]). This indicates that T and B cell-mediated reactions are not exempted in GE pigs that had been available until now. Therefore, it remains unclear whether the absence of αGal expression on GE porcine cornea might have an advantage over WT porcine cornea.Fig. 7Comparative analysis of graft survivals, histology, and inflammatory biomarkers in NHPs with α1,3-galactosyltransferase gene-knockout based (GT-KO) vs wild-type (WT) porcine corneal grafts with different immunosuppressive regimens. (A) Representative photographs, hematoxylin & eosin (H&E) and immunofluorescence staining show graft edema and inflammatory cell infiltration in NHPs that received systemic steroid and tacrolimus (S + T), while clear grafts without inflammatory cell infiltration with anti-CD20 Ab-based regimen regardless of donor pig types. (B, C) Kaplan-Meier survival curve shows no differences in graft survival between GT-KO and WT donor porcine cornea under the same regimen. (D) Level of donor pig-specific (DS) IgG was significantly lower in NHPs transplanted with GT-KO porcine corneas under anti-CD20 Ab-based immunosuppressive regimen than in NHPs transplanted WT porcine corneas at postoperative 4 weeks (Kruskal-Wallis test followed by an uncorrected Dunn\'s test). (I) Anti-αGal IgG level was not different among the groups at postoperative 4 weeks. Abbreviations: Ab: antibody, aCD20: anti-CD20 Ab, αGal: Galα1-3Galβ1-4GlcNAc-R, GT-KO: α1,3-galactosyltransferase gene-knockout, Ig: Immunoglobulin, MFI: mean fluorescence intensity, ns.: not significant, Preop: preoperative, W: weeks, WT: wild-type. Notes: All NHPs received methylprednisolone intramuscularly at an initial dose of 2 mg/kg/d and tapered over 5 weeks. Steroid combined with tacrolimus group (S + T): Tacrolimus (Prograf®; Astellas Pharma US, Deerfield, IL, USA) was intramuscularly administered twice daily at a dose of 0.035 mg/kg. Anti-CD20 Ab group (aCD20): Anti-CD20 Ab (Rituximab; MabThera®, Hoffmann-La Roche, Basel, Switzerland) was intravenously administered at a dose of 20 mg/kg on postoperative days 0 and 7, and every 2 months. Tacrolimus (Prograf®; Astellas Pharma US, Deerfield, IL, USA) was intramuscularly administered twice daily at a dose of 0.05 mg/kg. WT (S + T, n = 3), WT (aCD20, n = 7), GT-KO (S + T, n = 5), GT-KO (aCD20, n = 4). All data are described as mean ± standard error; \**P* \< 0.05.Fig. 7

6.3. Endothelial keratoplasty {#sec6.3}
-----------------------------

EK shows better visual outcomes and less rejection than PKP ([@bib137]). EK does not have to consider thickness matching, and then does not need to choose a young donor for size-matching. Moreover, EK may need a weaker immunosuppressive regimen and shows less risk of xenozoonosis than PKP since there are fewer porcine cells in the posterior lamellar graft. Porcine corneas, unlike humans, have strong Descemet membrane-stroma adhesion ([@bib195]). Therefore, a donor graft preparation for Descemet membrane endothelial keratoplasty (DMEK) is challenging. Hence, pig-to-NHP DMEK has not been reported yet. Recently, a study on how to produce DMEK graft using porcine cornea has been published ([@bib195]). Regarding Descemet stripping automated endothelial keratoplasty (DSAEK), there was one study reporting long-term survivals of the porcine grafts in NHPs with CS ([@bib196]). However, the graft size was too small (6.0 mm) to apply in human ([@bib196]). EK with porcine corneal graft may be beneficial to overcome xenogeneic rejection. Therefore, further studies of EK are required using a large size of porcine graft to verify preclinical efficacy in NHPs.

In summary, pig-to-NHP full-thickness corneal transplantation shows preclinical efficacy with a clinically applicable graft size under co-stimulation blockade agents or anti-CD20 Abs/calcineurin inhibitor (CNI) combined regimen, while preclinical efficacy of pig-to-NHP ALK or DSAEK has not been proved sufficient so far.

7. Development of decellularized cornea and efficacy data {#sec7}
=========================================================

7.1. Concept of decellularization and various methods {#sec7.1}
-----------------------------------------------------

### 7.1.1. Concept of decellularized porcine cornea (DPC) {#sec7.1.1}

Decellularization is a process to remove cells from tissues that will be used in cell-free scaffolds. Since cellular components of the porcine cornea are the main source of the xenoantigens ([@bib183]), decellularized cornea has the advantage of reducing the immune response after transplantation ([@bib117]). Although DPC is regarded as a medical device ([@bib87]; [@bib162]), whether xenotransplantation includes DPC grafting is still debated in the international xenotransplantation community. Its efficacy and possible feasibility have also received attention and have been compared with native xenografting.

Corneal endothelial cells are a crucial barrier to prevent aqueous humor from entering the corneal stroma. Indeed, dysfunction of the endothelial cells result in corneal swelling and reduction of transparency ([@bib27]). Since DPC does not contain corneal endothelial cells, therapeutic indications for DPC are limited to only be used as anterior lamellar grafts for the cornea with healthy endothelial cells. DPC seeding of cultivated human corneal endothelial cells has been reported, but there have been no *in vivo* transplantation study using those grafts ([@bib150]; [@bib347]).

DPCs as anterior lamellar graft show long-term graft survival not only in NHP models but also in human studies ([@bib42]; [@bib354]; [@bib355]). Therefore, herein, efficacy and legal status of DPC products are updated to clarify the position of DPC as a medical device or a xenotransplant.

### 7.1.2. Various methods for decellularized porcine cornea {#sec7.1.2}

The decellularized methods for DPCs (used alone or in combination) are classified into three categories: chemical, physical, and biological ([@bib91]). Chemical decellularization applies detergents including sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), sodium deoxycholate, Triton X-100, peracetic acid, formic acid, ammonium hydroxide, sodium chloride, and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). Physical decellularization includes agitation, freeze-thawing, electrophoresis, high hydrostatic pressure, osmotic pressure, supercritical CO~2~, ultrasound, glycerol, and lyophilization ([@bib188]). Biological methods are mostly enzymes that include trypsin, dispase, phospholipase A~2~, human serum, and nucleases.

The ideal decellularization aims to remove all cellular components while maintaining the transparency of the cornea and the structure of extracellular matrices ([@bib142]). The following methods have been reported to be sufficient for the decellularization process: (1) 1.5 M NaCl alone or 0.05% trypsin/0.02% EDTA application after 1.5 M NaCl ([@bib183]; [@bib236]), (2) 0.05% or 0.1% SDS ([@bib71]; [@bib104]), (3) high-hydrostatic pressurization ([@bib120]), (4) freeze-thaw followed by treated with DNase, Rnase ([@bib188]), (5) N~2~ with Triton X-100 ([@bib183]), (6) 200 U/ml phospholipase A~2~ with 0.5% sodium deoxycholate ([@bib183]), and (7) Glycerol followed by chemical crosslinking ([@bib194]).

### 7.1.3. Characteristics of decellularized porcine cornea {#sec7.1.3}

DPCs have shown little immunogenicity with less binding of human immunoglobulin regardless of the decellularization methods when compared with native porcine corneas (NPCs) ([@bib183]). Lesser graft rejection and reduced infiltration of T and B cells were shown in DPC-grafted NHPs ([@bib42]). Although αGal was not completely removed, DPCs showed long-term survival in NHP studies compared to NPC grafts ([@bib42]; [@bib183]), suggesting that reduction of antigen load is beneficial. Since chemicals are used for decellularization making cytotoxicity an issue, thorough washout processes should be included in the decellularization procedures. Several studies show that extracts of DPCs have no significant cytotoxicity when mixed with human or rabbit corneal stromal cells ([@bib71]; [@bib188]) and L929 cells ([@bib361]) or when injected intravenously in mice ([@bib71]).

Transparency should be kept after decellularization. The transparency of DPC may vary depending on the decellularization method, and DPCs through certain methods are not satisfactory for clinical use ([@bib183]; [@bib236]; [@bib259]). Maintaining transparency have been reported in the following methods: N~2~, SDS, hyper/hypotonic solution, hydrostatic pressure/DNase, freezing, hypertonic NaCl, freeze-thaw followed by incubation with DNase/RNase, or distilled water/trypsin/freeze-thaw/NaOH/DNase/RNase ([@bib120]; [@bib183]; [@bib188]; [@bib193]; [@bib199]; [@bib236]). Dehydration with glycerol is widely used to re-gain transparency after decellularization ([@bib120]; [@bib259]). DPC may become opaque by swelling during storage or early after surgery. The swelling reduces days or weeks after transplantation and collagen fibers have redistributed, therefore restoring DPC transparency ([@bib121]; [@bib186]). DPC showed similar mechanical properties compared to NPCs in tensile strengths, elasticity and light transmittance ([@bib71]; [@bib72]; [@bib120]; [@bib199]; [@bib338]).

7.2. Efficacy, safety, and histological studies in keratoplasty using decellularized porcine cornea {#sec7.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The efficacy and histology of lamellar keratoplasties using DPCs are shown in [Table 11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"} . Out of 22 studies that used rabbits or NHPs as recipients, 16 studies reported graft survival more than 6 months (24 weeks). Among these 16 studies, in 2 studies long-term survival of the DPC grafts was achieved even without the use of CSs ([@bib236]; [@bib353]). In NHP studies, longer than 6-month survivals was shown in 14 recipients out of 15 ([@bib42]; [@bib186]). Histological results showed that most DPC grafts had no or mild inflammatory cell infiltration depending on the decellularization method. Therefore, preclinical efficacy using DPC is proven in keratoplasty.Table 11Preclinical efficacies of decellularized porcine corneal xenotransplantation in rabbit or non-human primate studies[a](#tbl11fna){ref-type="table-fn"}.Table 11ReferencesTypeDecellularization methodDonorRecipientGraft size (mm)/Thickness (㎛)Survival days of each recipientImmunosuppressionHistology[@bib353]ALKDispase/Triton X-100/Trypsin/DNase/RNase/Freeze-thawDomestic WTRabbit4.0/NA\>224 (n = 20)[b](#tbl11fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}None•Few inflammatory cells•Partially degraded cornea[@bib8]ALKN~2~Domestic WTRabbit5.0/100-200\>180 (n = 3)None•Few keratocytes infiltration[@bib193]ALKDistilled water/Trypsin/freeze-thaw/NaOH/DNase/RNaseDomestic WTRabbit6.5/200Transparency maintained in 83% (10/12) of graftsNone•Similar to the normal cornea[@bib341]ALKDispase/Triton X-100/Trypsin/EDTA/DNase/RNaseDomestic WTRabbit4.0/NA\>28 (n = 15)[b](#tbl11fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}None•Similar normal rabbit stromal histological appearance[@bib236]ALKFreezingSNU miniature WTRabbit8.0/25020, 20, 20, 24, 24, 28, 28None•CD3^+^ cells in rejected graftFreeze--thaw43, 43, 47, 47, 60, 60, 60Hypertonic NaCl/Trypsin/EDTA\>30[c](#tbl11fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}, \>60[c](#tbl11fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}, \>180, \>180, \>180, \>180, \>180Trypsin/EDTA/Glycerol16, 18, 18, 18, 20, 20, 20Trypsin/Dispase/SDSAll 0 (n = 7)NaOH/DNase/RNaseAll 0 (n = 7)[@bib338]ALKPLA~2~/sodium deoxycholateYorkshire WTRabbit6.0/100\>10 (n = 2)[c](#tbl11fnc){ref-type="table-fn"},\> 50 (n = 2)[c](#tbl11fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}, \>84 ± 11 (n = 10)[c](#tbl11fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}, \>360 (n = 10)Topical steroid•No inflammatory cells and graft degradation[@bib268]ISTHydrostatic pressure/DNaseDomestic WTRabbit2.0/160\>56 (n = 11)None•Minimal inflammation around the donor tissue[@bib120]ISTHydrostatic pressure/DNaseDomestic WTRabbit2.0/160\>360 (n = 6)None•No macrophage/monocytes[@bib241]ISTSDSDomestic WTRabbit6.0/150\>14 (n = 2)[c](#tbl11fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}, \>28 (n = 2)[c](#tbl11fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}, \>84 (n = 2)[c](#tbl11fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}, \>168 (n = 4)Subconjunctival steroid•Well integrated within the host corneas, with some cell infiltrations[@bib179]ALK\
+ substance-PDNase/RNase/Distilled water/Freeze-thaw/Glycerol/LyophilizationDomestic WTRabbit4.0/300\>56 (n = 5)[b](#tbl11fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}None•Stromal cell infiltration[@bib361]ISTSDSYorkshire WTRabbit10.0/150\>330 (n = 30)[b](#tbl11fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}Subconjunctival steroid•Collagen diameters remained unchanged[@bib186]ALKCalcium chlorideWZS miniature WTNHP7.0/AHL\>180 (n = 5), \>180 (n = 5)None/Subconjunctival steroid•Some inflammatory cells at graft junction[@bib42]DALKHypertonic NaCl/Trypsin/EDTASNU miniature WTNHP7.5/312.5--375\>391, \>265, \>208, \>195, 28Topical, subconjunctival, and systemic steroid•Mainly CD8^+^ T cells and macrophages in the rejected graft[@bib71]ISTSDSDomestic WTRabbit5.0/150\>14 (n = 4)[c](#tbl11fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}, \>28 (n = 4)[c](#tbl11fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}, \>56 (n = 4)[c](#tbl11fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}, \>84 (n = 4)[c](#tbl11fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}, \>168 (n = 4)None•No inflammation, recipient keratocytes migrated from 12 weeks after transplantation[@bib348]ISTEDTA/SDS/DNase/RNaseDomestic WTRabbit3.0/100\>180 (n = 10)Topical steroid•Dense cellular infiltration[@bib199]ALKUltrapure water/Hypertonic saline/Triton X-100/GlycerolDomestic WTRabbit (alkali burn)NA/300\<15 (n = 6)Topical steroid•Immune cells in the corneal stroma•Irregular fibril distribution[@bib121]DALKHydrostatic pressure/DNaseDomestic WTRabbit6.0/300\>180 (n = 6)Topical steroid•No inflammatory cells[@bib277]IST, ALKHuman serum/electrophoresisNARabbit6.0/300\>60 (n = 13)[b](#tbl11fnb){ref-type="table-fn"}None•Very few cell infiltrations[@bib122]ALKHydrostatic pressure/DNaseDomestic WTRabbit4.0/160\>180 (n = 6)None•No inflammatory cells[@bib188]ALKDeionized water/Freeze--thaw/DNase/RNase/UltrasoundDomestic WTRabbit6.5/450\>84 (n = 3)None•Almost similar to those of a normal corneaALK (cross-linked)Glycerol, crosslinked with NHS and EDCRabbit (ulcer)7.75/25072.3% (8/11) \>168Topical tacrolimus•No inflammatory cells•Stromal cell growth into the superficial stroma[@bib138]ALKUltrapure water/NaCl/SCCO~2~/GlycerolDomestic WTRabbit6.0/NA\>60 (n = 3)[c](#tbl11fnc){ref-type="table-fn"}, \>180 (n = 3)Topical steroid•No macrophages, neutrophils[@bib357]ISTSDSDomestic WTRabbit7.0/126\>168 (n = 8)Topical steroid•Intact corneal structure, no infiltrating cells[^36][^37][^38][^39]

Graft survival seems to be affected not only by cytotoxicity and antigenicity after the decellularization, but also by the size and thickness of the graft. Residual donor cells or cellular debris after decellularization may have acted as inflammatory inducers ([@bib125]). The larger the graft is, the more residual donor cells and debris can be transplanted into the recipient cornea. Moreover, the larger the graft size, the closer the graft-recipient junction is to the limbus, therefore increasing exposure to recipient immune cells in the limbus. Since the reported preclinical study designs are not the same, the most suitable method for DPC is unknown. When considering clinical application, NHP data are mostly pertinent. Thus, the methods that showed efficacy in the NHP studies (survival ≥ 6 months) such as calcium chloride or the hypertonic NaCl combined with trypsin/EDTA are presumed to be clinically suitable methods ([@bib42]; [@bib186]). When considering the effect of graft size, the method with a larger graft size (7--10 mm) that shows good outcome (survival ≥ 6 months) may be feasible method. The methods that showed efficacy (survival ≥ 6 months) with a graft size of 7.0 mm or more in rabbit or NHP studies are as follows; 1) Hypertonic NaCl (Trypsin/EDTA), 2) sodium dodecyl sulfate, 3) calcium chloride, and 4) glycerol crosslinked with N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide (NHS) and 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) ([@bib42]; [@bib186], [@bib188]; [@bib236]; [@bib357]). Taken together, hypertonic NaCl combined with Trypsin/EDTA method or calcium chloride may be clinically feasible. However, further comparative studies should be investigated.

7.3. Clinical trials in keratoplasty using decellularized porcine cornea {#sec7.3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To date, DPC was approved to be used for LKP only by the Chinese National Institutes for Food and Drug Control in 2015 ([@bib279]). Three clinical trials and one case report using DPC in China have been published; all the studies were performed using the same commercially available DPC products ([@bib190], [@bib189]; [@bib280]; [@bib354]; [@bib355]). The DPC was decellularized by hypertonic NaCl-ultrapure water alternating treatments, preserved in glycerol, and sterilized by ^60^Co irradiation ([@bib355]). The first clinical trial reported a visual acuity improvement and gradual restoration of graft transparency in 34 out of 47 eyes with fungal keratitis ([@bib354]). In the second clinical trial, improvement of visual acuity was also reported in 9 out of 13 eyes with herpes keratitis but graft melting was found in 3 eyes ([@bib355]). In the third clinical trial, 39 patients with progressive infectious keratitis underwent ALK using DPC for a 12 month-follow up. Twelve patients (30.8%) showed graft failure associated with herpetic keratitis and a graft size larger than 8.0 mm ([@bib190], [@bib189]). In a case report, DPC tissue was transplanted in a patient with a corneal ulcer and histology showed minimal infiltration of the inflammatory cells and migration of recipient\'s stromal cells. This suggests that DPC may be biocompatible scaffold ([@bib280]).

Although not registered as a clinical trial, two DPC clinical studies have also been reported in Ukraine ([@bib70]; [@bib316]). The authors used the same lyophilized cornea manufactured in Ukraine. In one study, DPC was transplanted in 32 eyes with necrotizing keratitis but all the grafts were rejected ([@bib70]). In the other study, DPC was transplanted in 49 eyes with complicated corneal ulcers ([@bib316]). They reported that the ulcers were healed in all patients although the xenografts were completely absorbed between 2 and 3 months ([@bib316]). Outcomes of the clinical studies from Ukraine were not as good as the ones from China. This may be due to different decellularization methods, the diameter of the graft or the different diagnosis of the recipients. In Zhang\'s study, hypertonic treated DPC were used in fungal keratitis with variable size, and no patient experienced perforation ([@bib354]). Conversely, Drozhzhyna et al. included perforating, autoimmune or rosacea cornea, and used cryolyophilized DPC with different graft sizes, and thereby reported opaque grafts, of which diameter is 7--10 mm ([@bib70]). Larger size of DPC or combined autoimmune disase may lead to a poorer outcome.

The melting of DPC was more frequent in clinical studies than in the preclinical rabbit or NHP studies. It is presumed by that 1) different hierarchical discordance may affect different host immune responses ([@bib330]), 2) human corneal endothelial cells, unlike rabbits, have limited mitotic capacity *in vivo* ([@bib149]; [@bib322]), 3) residual donor cells or necrotic debris due to insufficient or toxic decellularization may have acted as inflammatory inducers ([@bib125]), and 4) unlike preclinical animal model with normal cornea, the patients had diseases such as infectious keratitis, corneal perforation, or autoimmune disease. Uncontrolled infections also cause melting of the grafts by releasing matrix metalloproteinase from the recipient corneal cells. Taken together, whether DPC would be biocompatible as a lamellar graft for diseased corneas is still controversial. Hence, further clinical study data related to DPC transplantation is required.

7.4. The legal position of decellularized porcine cornea {#sec7.4}
--------------------------------------------------------

DPC is regarded as a medical device by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and IXA (and not as a xenoproduct) only when the complete removal of the cells is verified ([@bib162]). FDA does not address DPC in the regulation of xenotransplantation products, but instead requires DPC to follow guidelines under the Medical Devices Containing Materials Derived from Animal Sources ([@bib87], [@bib88]). Furthermore, FDA requires to document the sourcing and handling of animal tissues and empathizes sufficient sterilization of xenozoonotic pathogens as well as validation of the sterilization methods ([@bib87]).

To date, more than 1000 DPCs have been clinically transplanted in China ([@bib91]). Given that long term follow-up results have not yet been reported ([@bib91]), monitoring of xenozoonosis transmission may be necessary during clinical trials using DPCs. Because current decellularization procedures usually assure sufficient removal of the cells, some porcine cells or PERV virus can remain in DPC. Although hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining did not identify the cells, detection of nuclear debris or residual porcine deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was reported in DPC ([@bib105]; [@bib138]; [@bib194]; [@bib338]; [@bib356]). Therefore, unless complete removal of the cells is ensured, the legal definition of DPC lies somewhere between medical device and xenotransplant. Currently, there is no consensus on how to completely remove the cells and to verify it in DPC ([@bib142]). To confirm the absence of nucleus, variable methods are suggested that include H&E or 4′, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) staining, quantifying dsDNA, and identifying the maximum length of DNA remnants ([@bib91]).

Evidence emerged that LKP using DPC is effective. For clinical application in humans, not only standard manufacturing procedures of DPC but also standard procedures to verify complete decellularization should be developed in order to be appropriately regulated by the relevant laws as a medical device.

8. Safety and xenozoonosis {#sec8}
==========================

After xenotransplantation, infectious disease may be caused by microorganisms from the donors and prior colonization or latent infection in the recipients. The overall risk of infection is determined by 1) the epidemiologic exposures of the recipient and the donor to specific microorganisms and 2) the net state of immunosuppression of the recipient, which includes type and intensity of immunosuppression, metabolic derangement, neutropenia, lymphopenia, hypogammaglobulinemia, and mucocutaneous barrier integrity ([@bib92], [@bib94]). Potential common pathogens that may cause infection in xenotransplant recipients are shown in [Table 12](#tbl12){ref-type="table"} .Table 12Potential common pathogens which cause infection in xenotransplant recipients.Table 12OriginPathogensRiskRecipient testing assaysDonor[Virus]{.ul}PERVUnknownQNAT, Ab-based tests\*PCMVKnown (NHP)NAT, Ab-based tests\*PLHVUnknownQNATHEVKnown (human)NATPCVUnknownNATRecipient[Virus]{.ul}CMVKnownQNAT, histopathologyVZVNAT, DFAHSVClinical, NAT, culture, Tzanck smear, histopathologyEBVQNAT, histopathologyBKVQNAT, histopathologyHPVHistopathology, speculum examination, cervical pap test with NAT[Fungus]{.ul}*Candida* speciesCulture, histopathology*Aspergillus* speciesBAL galactomannan, BAL NAT, chest CT, culture*Cryptococcus* speciesLateral flow assay over latex agglutination assay, culture, imaging of lung and CNS*Pneumocystis jiroveci*Chest radiograph, serum lactic dehydrogenase, serum (1 → 3) β-d-glucan assay, sputum examination, direct immunofluorescent staining, histopathology[Parasite]{.ul}*Strongyloides stercoralis*Parasitological or molecular tests of stool, lower respiratory or affected body fluids/tissues samples[^40]

8.1. Donor-related infections {#sec8.1}
-----------------------------

### 8.1.1. Xenozoonosis {#sec8.1.1}

The term 'xenosis', 'direct zoonosis', and 'xenozoonosis' is used to reflect the epidemiology of infection transmitted from xenogeneic grafts ([@bib93], [@bib94]; [@bib95]). Corneal xenotransplantation procedure does not exempt the risk of transmission of pathogens from animals to the recipients and the public. The challenges are the paucity of data on the microbiology of pigs, which can cause xenozoonosis in humans, and the absence of standardized screening and monitoring modalities for potential pathogens.

### 8.1.2. Porcine endogenous retrovirus (PERV) {#sec8.1.2}

Transmission of bacteria, fungi, and parasites can be largely prevented by controlling donor pig breeding and animal husbandry practices. Whereas viral infections can still occur in host because of immunosuppression. In particular, PERVs are a key concern since PERVs are capable of infecting human cells *in vitro* ([@bib245]) and PERV-A receptors have been identified in various human tissues ([@bib83]). The major concern about retroviral transmission is associated with altered gene regulation, oncogenesis, or DNA recombination in the recipient by unapparent infection ([@bib95]).

PERV is present in the genome of all swine. PERV-A and --B can infect human and porcine cells, while PERV-C only infects porcine cells ([@bib272]). The presence of PERV-A/C recombinants is of special concern because they demonstrate high replication efficacy and can be transmitted in human cells ([@bib59]). PERV expression is different depending on the pig strain, the individual pig of a given strain, and different organs ([@bib19]; [@bib302]). To date, PERV is found in all tested porcine organs ([@bib221]) and the cornea ([@bib40]; [@bib187]).

#### 8.1.2.1. PERV infection in pig-to-NHP studies {#sec8.1.2.1}

Experiences with pig-to-NHP transplantation provide insights into the potential risk of xenozoonosis. There is no evidence for PERV transmission to NHP recipients from various transplanted porcine cells, tissues, and organs ([@bib101]; [@bib143]; [@bib198]; [@bib204]; [@bib300]). Regarding the cornea, transmission of PERV was not evident in both *in vitro* ([@bib40]) and *in vivo* corneal transplantation studies ([@bib40]; [@bib187]). However, PERV was not detectable up to 3.2 years post-PKP ([Table 13](#tbl13){ref-type="table"} ) ([@bib40]). Since the main receptor for PERV entry, PERV-A receptor 1, is dysfunctional in NHPs ([@bib60]) and NHP cells are not permissive to replication by PERV ([@bib262]), human studies are essential to verify the actual potential of transmission of PERV.Table 13No evidence of porcine endogenous retrovirus transmission after xenotransplantation in non-human primate and human recipients.Table 13RecipientXenotransplantation typeDetection methodLongest FU (Y)[a](#tbl13fna){ref-type="table-fn"}referencesNHPAortic endothelial cellsPCR2([@bib203])KidneyPCR, RT-PCR0.64([@bib197])Heart, skin, and encapsulated islesPCR, RT-PCR, Ab assay2.58([@bib299])Extracorporeal liver perfusionPCR1([@bib228])Encapsulated isletsPCR, RT-PCR, Ab assay0.5([@bib100])Thymocyte infusion, vascularized thymic lobe, vascularized thymic lobe and kidney, kidney, thymokidney, heartPCR, RT-PCR0.5([@bib142])LKP using freshly preserved and decellularized cornea, DALK, PKPPCR, RT-PCR3.22([@bib40])LKP using freshly preserved and dehydrated corneaPCR, RT-PCR2([@bib174])HumanFetal isletsPCR, RT-PCR for viral RNA and RT, Ab assay7([@bib126])Extracorporeal connection to kidneyNested PCR, Ab assay3([@bib243])Extracorporeal splenic, liver, kidney perfusion, extracorporeal bioartificial liver perfusion, skin, islet cellsPCR, RT-PCR, Ab assay8.45([@bib241])Extracorporeal bioartificial liver perfusionPCR5([@bib250])Porcine fetal neuronal cellsPCR2([@bib68])Encapsulated porcine isletsPCR, RT-PCR1.58([@bib77])Extracorporeal porcine liver perfusionPCR0.82([@bib184])Extracorporeal bioartificial liver perfusionAb assay5([@bib140])Extracorporeal bioartificial liver perfusionPCR, RT-PCR8.7([@bib66])Porcine skinPCR, RT-PCR, Ab assay34([@bib270])[^41][^42]

#### 8.1.2.2. PERV infection in clinical studies {#sec8.1.2.2}

To date, all clinical studies have failed to demonstrate the transmission of PERV to human recipients ([Table 13](#tbl13){ref-type="table"}). Extracorporeal spleen/liver/kidney perfusion ([@bib185]; [@bib242]; [@bib244]), as well as *ex vivo* bioartificial liver support system ([@bib66]; [@bib141]; [@bib251]), have not shown PERV transmission for up to 8.7 years ([@bib66]). A study in burn patients treated with porcine skin grafts showed a negative result for up to 34 years ([@bib271]). Early clinical studies using fetal neuronal cells ([@bib68]), islet cells ([@bib127]; [@bib242]), or encapsulated islet cells ([@bib78]) also showed no evidence of PERV infection for up to 7 years ([@bib127]).

A recent clinical trial with twenty-three diabetic patients using porcine islets showed that neither PERV DNA nor ribonucleic acid (RNA) was detectable in blood samples for up to 8 years ([@bib318]). The clinical trial of encapsulated porcine islet cell transplantation in New Zealand showed no transmission of PERV for up to a year in 14 patients ([@bib339]). In a subsequent clinical trial of encapsulated porcine islet cell transplantation in Argentina, all 8 recipients also showed no Abs against PERVs in the sera for up to 52 weeks and no PERV DNA/RNA in blood samples for up to 113 weeks ([@bib215]).

### 8.1.3. Other viral infection {#sec8.1.3}

Porcine cytomegalovirus (PCMV) can be excluded from pig colonies but is easily reintroduced into herds ([@bib47]). Once established, PCMV infection is restricted to xenotransplant causing consumptive coagulopathy and early renal graft loss in pig-to-NHP transplantation ([@bib103]; [@bib342]), however, it appears to be resistant to ganciclovir ([@bib217]). Porcine lymphotropic herpes virus (PLHV)-1 has a homology to EBV. Most of the porcine herds are positive for PLHV and is difficult to be eliminated ([@bib216]). Neither PLHV reactivation nor PTLD-like disease has been reported in pig-to-NHP xenotransplantation with potent immunosuppression ([@bib221]). Hepatitis E virus (HEV) is highly prevalent in pigs. HEV genotypes 3 and 4 infect both pig and human causing neurological disorders or hepatitis ([@bib221]). Porcine circovirus (PCV) type 2 is considered an important pathogen of the immunosuppressed pig but not for NHP and human recipients ([@bib260]). Regarding coronaviruses (CoV), pigs can carry Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)-CoV developing antibodies and amplify Middle East Respiratory Syndrome-CoV. In contrast, there is no evidence that pigs can become infected with SARS-CoV-2 or are capable of amplifying the virus. Although the risk of transmission of porcine CoV to human seems to be low, a proper surveillance in the pig herd would be needed ([@bib239]).

8.2. Recipient-related infections after transplantation {#sec8.2}
-------------------------------------------------------

The actual risk of recipient-related infection in clinical corneal xenotransplantation is unknown. Given that potent immunosuppression is mandatory in corneal xenotransplantation, perioperative potential pathogens and timeline for the occurrence of infections can be presumed in recipients with xenotransplants based on experiences with solid organ allotransplantations ([@bib92]; [@bib249]).

Actually, an outbreak of simian varicella virus (SVV) infection has been reported in pig-to-rhesus corneal transplantation studies. Furthermore, a non-significant trend of a higher death rate was observed among immunosuppressed SVV-infected hosts receiving rituximab, tacrolimus, and basiliximab ([@bib45]), which emphasizes the importance of antiviral prophylaxis. In addition, two cases of shigelloses and a case of pneumonia have been reported in rhesus recipients receiving rituximab, tacrolimus, and basiliximab ([@bib45]; [@bib155]). Meanwhile, CSs-, costimulatory blockade agents-, and rituximab/tacrolimus/basiliximab-based immunosuppressive regimens do not reportedly induce clinically significant rhesus cytomegalovirus (CMV) reactivation in pig-to-rhesus corneal transplantation studies ([@bib45]; [@bib156], [@bib155]). CMV infection is one of the most common opportunistic infections after human solid organ allotransplantations ([@bib255]).

8.3. Surveillance and monitoring of safety {#sec8.3}
------------------------------------------

The development of surveillance and safety programs for clinical trials in xenotransplantation is guided by a "Precautionary Principle" ([@bib95]). Specifically, appropriate screening procedures and assays for source animals and xenotransplant recipients should be deployed even in the absence of data suggesting infectious risks.

### 8.3.1. Screening of source animal for xenotransplantation {#sec8.3.1}

A designated pathogen-free (DPF) environment means the absence of pathogens that affect the health status of the herd and exclusion of microorganisms, which have zoonotic potential in human recipients ([@bib93]; [@bib95]). DPF pigs should be isolated from other animals, and optimally derived by hysterectomy with rapid weaning to limit transmission of microorganisms by breast milk. Standard veterinary practice includes routine vaccination, microbe-restricted and mammalian protein-free diets, filtered water, a biosecure facility, and restriction of routine antimicrobial use. To evaluate the presence of pathogens on a detailed designated exclusion list ([@bib93], [@bib94]; [@bib95]), source pigs should be routinely screened using microbe-specific assays. However, the exclusion list may vary depending on the xenotransplant, common human pathogens and specific porcine pathogens with the potential of xenozoonosis should be included. These microbiological standards are subject to updates based on experimental and clinical experiences, geography, and the evolution of testing strategies. Blood and/or tissue samples should be archived.

### 8.3.2. Screening and monitoring of recipients {#sec8.3.2}

#### 8.3.2.1. Preoperative screening {#sec8.3.2.1}

Candidates should be evaluated for the risk of infection with a comprehensive medical history. All xenotransplant recipients should be screened for active or latent infections as for allograft recipients. Routine screening includes human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-1/2, Hepatitis B virus, Hepatitis C virus, CMV, EBV, *Toxoplasma gondii*, *Treponema pallidum*, and *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*. According to donor and recipient screening results and regional disease patterns, prophylactic antimicrobials can be administered ([@bib93]; [@bib202]). Screening of varicella-zoster virus (VZV), measles, mumps, and rubella of the recipient is also important, with vaccination of the seronegative recipient should be performed ([@bib202]).

#### 8.3.2.2. Perioperative surveillance and monitoring {#sec8.3.2.2}

All recipients should be closely monitored according to a schedule for the detection of donor- and recipient-related infections. There is no need to monitor for pig-derived microorganisms absent in the donor pig ([@bib61]). Since PERV infection is a main concern its monitoring requires a stepwise approach: detection of PERV RNA in serum by reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and PERV DNA in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) by PCR, differentiation between infection and microchimerism, detection of serum Abs to PERV proteins via Western blot, ELISA, or immunoperoxidase assay and *in vitro* co-culture assays of PBMCs or other cells from the recipients and human HEK-293 cells ([@bib129]; [@bib160]). If recipients develop signs of infection, intensive monitoring is mandatory to reveal the exact cause and empiric anti-microbial therapy can be initiated.

#### 8.3.2.3. Bio-archiving of specimens {#sec8.3.2.3}

For future epidemiologic studies, the storage of frozen PBMCs, sera, and/or tissue biopsies are required preoperatively and at standard time points post-transplantation.

8.4. Future directions in xenozoonosis {#sec8.4}
--------------------------------------

Recently, public concerns about zoonosis have increased. The latest pandemic of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) ([@bib288]; [@bib362]), which has caused hundreds of thousands of deaths worldwide and brought the world to an economic standstill, is a good example of such concern. This might justify public refusal of xenotransplantation. Therefore, investigators should make every effort to minimize xenozoonosis and assure a safe clinical application of xenotransplantation. Outcomes of any clinical xenotransplantation should be reported in the scientific literature and to regulatory authorities. Standardized surveillance programs for known and unknown pathogens should be developed and validation of microbiological assays are necessary.

In particular, to prevent PERV infection, the following strategies are suggested: 1) careful screening of the source pig herd, 2) selection of pigs that exhibit low-level expressions of PERV-A and PERV-B, 3) use of pigs that do not contain PERV-C in their germline, to prevent recombination of PERV-A/C, 4) application of vaccines or anti-viral therapy, and 5) regular screening of recipients for PERV transmission using assays that are sufficiently sensitive ([@bib93], [@bib94]; [@bib129]; [@bib165]; [@bib210]). The recent success of genome-wide inactivation of PERVs using CRISPR-Cas9 technique may reduce the potential of PERV infection ([@bib229]; [@bib346]). Taken together, we can infer that the actual risk of PERV transmission may be low in future clinical trials.

9. Regulatory framework and ethical issues in xenotransplantation {#sec9}
=================================================================

9.1. Regulatory framework in xenotransplantation {#sec9.1}
------------------------------------------------

### 9.1.1. Special regulatory issues in clinical trials of xenotransplantation {#sec9.1.1}

Special regulatory issues in clinical trials of xenotransplantation are shown in [Table 14](#tbl14){ref-type="table"} . (1) As any xenotransplant procedures possess the possibility of transmission of porcine pathogens to human recipients, proper regulatory oversight is necessary for safe clinical trials. Since infectious risk may extend to close contacts, medical caregivers, and even general population; nationwide policies and intimate global networks should be established based on the active involvement of the public. (2) Participants of xenotransplantation clinical trials might be asked long-term (even life-long and after death) postoperative surveillance and waiver of autonomic withdrawal and their close contacts also might share their obligations. (3) Adds-on informed consent forms should contain critical issues mentioned above and be obtained from close contacts as a separate procedure.Table 14Special regulatory issues in clinical trials of xenotransplantation.Table 14Uncertainty of risks to the publicPorcine endogenous retrovirus and other new infection outbreakRegulatory oversightLong-term follow-upEven life-long surveillance and after deathFeasibility of the follow-up systemAdd-on consent from the close contacts of the subjectRisks of zoonotic infection to the close contactsShare the obligations of the subject with closer contacts (usually family members)

### 9.1.2. Global consensus and guidelines {#sec9.1.2}

To conduct xenotransplantation safely in clinical settings, the establishment of a regulatory framework has been of special concern worldwide. In 1997, the US FDA placed ongoing trials using porcine xenoproducts on hold until the development of appropriate PERV detection methods and implementation of detection methods in the participant monitoring ([@bib20], [@bib21]). Hence the "World Health Organization (WHO) Guidance on Xenogeneic Infection/disease Surveillance and Response: A Strategy for International Cooperation and Coordination" was published in 2001 ([@bib331]).

In resolution 57.18, WHO urged Member States to allow xenogeneic transplantation only when effective national regulatory control is in place and emphasized on collaboration ([@bib332]). Subsequently, the IXA Ethics Committee provided an overview of the major regulatory issues and stated the position for clinical application of xenotransplantation as follows ([@bib301]): 1) there must be adequate preclinical data to justify a clinical trial, 2) the trial must be conducted with regulatory oversight from a national authority that ensures qualities of source animals, 3) the clinical trial must be conducted with the approval and oversight from an institutional review panel.

The WHO regulation was followed by a statement from the xenotransplantation advisory consultation ([@bib333]), resulting in the First WHO Global Consultation on Regulatory Requirements for Xenotransplantation Clinical Trials (The Changsha Communiqué) in 2008 ([@bib334]). During that time, porcine islet cell xenotransplantation clinical trials in China were put on hold until the establishment of a proper regulatory oversight. Ten principles of The Changsha Communiqué reflected the contents of IXA\'s position and resolution by the WHO described above. It was emphasized that the regulation should be a legal basis with powers to ban unregulated procedures and enforce compliance with regulatory requirements. The regulatory system should be transparent including scientific and ethical assessments. Patient selection should be based on informed consent and participants and close contacts should be effectively educated. Additionally, the long-term storage of samples and records, the possibility of life-long surveillance of participants and/or close contacts were postulated. In 2011, the Second WHO Global Consultation on Regulatory Requirements for Xenotransplantation Clinical Trials (Geneva Consultation) focused on reviewing the first regulated xenotransplantation clinical trial using encapsulated porcine islets in New Zealand and the Changsha principles ([@bib335]). In particular, the consultation stressed the need for "Principle of Transparency" in the conduct of any xenotransplantation trial, including the design of the trials and the development of national policies and procedures to regulate them. Transparency includes full publication of data, independent experts\' advice, and timely independent data review ([@bib230]). Recently, the Third WHO Global Consultation on Regulatory Requirements for Xenotransplantation Clinical Trials (The, 2018 Changsha Communiqué) was held, in which the original ten principles were modified. The definition of xenotransplantation was amended based on that of the US FDA. Moreover, monitoring post-market entry after regulatory approval of a xenoproduct was emphasized and succession should be assured for surveillance of the patients, samples, and records.

In line with global consensus mentioned above, required conditions for undertaking xenotransplantation clinical trials were suggested for the porcine heart ([@bib51]), islet ([@bib129], [@bib130]), and cornea ([@bib162], [@bib160]) products.

### 9.1.3. Current regulation status {#sec9.1.3}

Nowadays, many countries recognize the importance of a regulatory framework for the safe implementation of xenotransplantation and have implemented regulations or guidelines for the clinical use of xenotransplantation or follow the FDA guidelines.

#### 9.1.3.1. The United States (US) {#sec9.1.3.1}

The development of US policy on xenotransplantation began around 25 years ago. Based on the public comments received and the advances in xenotransplantation fields, the US Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) published a "Public Health Service Guideline on Infectious Disease Issues in Xenotransplantation" to address the infectious disease concerns raised by xenotransplantation in 2001 ([@bib64]). Secretary\'s Advisory Committee on Xenotransplantation was established in DHHS and provided the draft of informed consent for participants ([@bib65]).

All aspects of xenoproduct development and clinical trials conducted within US are subject to regulation by the FDA. The US FDA considers four target items in regulatory aspects: 1) the source herd, 2) the source animal, 3) the processing and manufacture of the product, and 4) the monitoring of the participants. This is further specified for the three types of products: 1) whole organs, 2) cells and tissues, and 3) combination products (cells and device). In 2003, the FDA Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research has published a guidance document titled "Guidance for Industry: Source Animal, Product, Preclinical, and Clinical Issues Concerning the Use of Xenotransplantation Products in Humans", which was revised in 2016 ([@bib88]). Regulatory requirements for GE xenoproducts outlined in "Draft Guidance for Industry: Regulation of Intentionally Altered Genomic DNA in Animals" are currently being finalized by the FDA Center for Veterinary Medicine ([@bib90]). These guidelines focus on reducing the potential risks in using xenoproducts. To design and conduct early-phase clinical trials of xenogeneic cellular products, the regulatory principles are referred to as a guidance document titled "Guidance for Industry: Considerations for the Design of Early-Phase Clinical Trials of Cellular and Gene Therapy Products" published by the FDA in 2017 ([@bib89]).

Recently, the 21st Century Cures Act, signed into law on December 13, 2016, was designed to help accelerate medical product development and bring new innovations to patients who need them faster ([@bib86]). The law builds on FDA\'s ongoing work to incorporate the perspectives of patients into the development of drugs, biological products, and devices in FDA\'s decision-making process. In particular, it describes harmonization of differences between the HHS Human Subject Regulations and FDA Human Subject Regulations to reduce regulatory duplication and unnecessary delays.

#### 9.1.3.2. European Union (EU) {#sec9.1.3.2}

In Europe, the main regulatory actions focused on a xenogeneic cell therapy product considered as Advanced Therapy Medicinal Product (ATMP). ATMPs are defined as medicinal products for human use that are based on gene therapy, somatic-cell therapy, tissue-engineered products, and combination products. The regulatory framework on ATMPs is centered around the Regulation 1394/2007 ([@bib310]). The Committee for Advanced Therapies (CAT) at the European Medicines Agency (EMA) has been established to meet the scientific and regulatory challenges with advanced therapies. The CAT plays a central role in the regulatory process. In 2009, EMA issued a "Guideline on Xenogeneic Cell-based Medicinal Products", which is a key document in the clinical development of xenogeneic cell-based therapy ([@bib81]). The quality, safety and efficacy requirements of GE cells are defined in a guideline titled "Guideline on quality, non-clinical and clinical aspects of 4 medicinal products containing genetically modified cells", of which public consultation has been finalized ([@bib82]).

Since 2004, any clinical trial of medicinal products must be approved in Europe, which has increased both safety for the subjects and validity of the data. In 2014, the European Parliament and Council adopted the new Clinical Trial Regulation (EU) No 536/2014, with the hope of increasing the number of clinical trials ([@bib2]; [@bib311]). In 2020, the Regulation is most likely to replace the current European Clinical Trial Directive 2001/20/EC. The assessment of a clinical trial application will proceed through twofold procedures: The Reporting Member State should evaluate the scientific features of the trial (part 1), and each Concerned Member State should conduct a separate assessment covering national features (part 2) ([@bib123]).

#### 9.1.3.3. South Korea {#sec9.1.3.3}

The establishment of a regulatory framework in South Korea has been initiated to meet global standards. Over the last 10 years, there have been debates on whether xenogeneic cells, tissues, and organs can be included in the category of medicinal products and who has the authority to regulate xenoproducts. Recently, the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety (MFDS) decided to regulate porcine islets and cornea under the category of cell therapy products. The Advanced Regenerative Medicine and Biopharmaceutical Act (ARMBA), which will guide a clinical trial of xenotransplantation, was enacted on August 27, 2019 and will be enforced from August 28, 2020. The purpose of the ARMBA is to ensure the safety and efficacy of Advanced Regenerative Medicines (ARMs) and support the commercialization of the products. ARMs include cell, genetic, tissue-engineered, and combination therapy, which could be used to regenerate the human structures and functions with allo- or xeno-geneic materials.

The overall process of upcoming xenotransplantation clinical trials will adhere to ARMBA ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} ). The institutions, which procure, investigate, and apply ARMs for clinical researches must be equipped with the necessary facilities, devices, and professionals and obtain the permission of Cell Treatment Facility from the director of MFDS. ARMs applying institutions must prepare clinical research protocols, conduct clinical trials with ARMs, make and keep records, and report adverse events to ARMs Safety Agency. ARMs Review Committee, which is appointed by the Ministry of Health and Welfare (MOHW) will review and approve research protocols with ARMs and decide whether life-long surveillance is necessary. ARMs Safety Agency assigned by the MOHW will oversee ARMs Applying Institutions, establish surveillance systems, execute life-long surveillance, take reports of, and investigate adverse events after application of ARMs. Life-long surveillance seems to be feasible in South Korea due to compulsory National Health Insurance Service, that is, all Koreans must enroll in the National Health Insurance Service and get regular health examinations.Fig. 8Regulatory process of upcoming xenotransplantation clinical trials based on Advanced Regenerative Medicine and Biopharmaceutical Act (ARMBA) in South Korea. Abbreviations: ARMs: Advanced Regenerative Medicines, IRB: institutional review board, NHI: national health insurance.Fig. 8

Several national regulatory authorities are also involved in safe clinical researches with xenogeneic ARMs. MOHW controls all health-related issues and its agency, the Center for Disease Control (CDC), oversees disease prevention. That is, the CDC takes charge of the control of epidemic zoonotic infections according to the Infectious Disease Control and Prevention Act. The Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs controls laboratory animal care and veterinarian quarantine. Providing protection and care system for laboratory animals should abide by the Laboratory Animal Act. National Bioethics Committee reviews any bioethical issues and is responsible for public engagement and establishment of consensus, based on the Bioethics and Safety Act, which regulates all human subject researches demanding ethical principles.

#### 9.1.3.4. Japan {#sec9.1.3.4}

In Japan, the Regenerative Medicine Promotion Act was approved and came into effect in 2013 to promote the comprehensive policies regarding regenerative medicine. The Act on the Safety of Regenerative Medicine, effective since 2014, covers xenogeneic cell transplantation as Class I (high-risk), including islet xenotransplantation, but not xenogeneic organ transplantation. A certified special committee for regenerative medicine reviews a submitted application by a medical institution and the result is submitted to the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare (MHLW), which can order changes to the plan based on the opinions of the health science council members. According to the Revised Pharmaceutical Affairs Act effective from 2014, a provisional approval of xenogeneic cells will grant the product a conditional term of 7 years, during which additional efficacy and safety data should be collected. To prevent infections and the spread of emerging infectious diseases caused by xenotransplantation, the Research and Development Division, Health Policy Bureau, MHLW updated and published the "Public Health Guidelines on Infectious Disease Issues in Xenotransplantation" in 2016 ([@bib282]).

#### 9.1.3.5. Australia {#sec9.1.3.5}

In Australia, the National Health & Medical Research Council (NHMRC) implemented the Australian xenotransplantation moratorium (ban on all forms of xenotransplantation clinical trials) after two rounds of national consultation from 2005 to 2009. The major public concerns were the fear of xenozoonosis, welfare of animals and doubt regarding significant benefits to research participants. Then, the NHMRC issued research guidelines for scientists and ethics committees and recommended that clinical trials involving animal to human transplantation could begin as soon as the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) could implement the appropriate regulatory and surveillance frameworks ([@bib38]). Currently, goods that comprise or contain live animal cells, tissues or organs are regulated as biologicals (Class 4, high-risk). Therapeutic Goods (Manufacturing Principles) Determination 2018 and Therapeutic Goods Order No. 87 (General requirements for labelling of biologicals) are two standards applicable to these xenogeneic products ([@bib307], [@bib308]). The TGA at Department of Health has adopted the "Guideline on Xenogeneic Cell-based Medicinal Products" issued by EMA for quality, safety and efficacy aspects for live animal cells, tissues and organs.

9.2. Ethical dilemma and moral framework {#sec9.2}
----------------------------------------

As with all research on the frontiers of biomedicine, xenotransplantation raises its own ethical quandaries. Although xenotransplantation may solve ethical issues related to allotransplantation ([@bib283]), xenotransplatation has its own ethical concerns regarding self-identity, xenozoonosis, and animal sacrifice for human benefit.

### 9.2.1. Self-identity and psychological issues {#sec9.2.1}

Xenotransplantation is unique because it involves the creation of a chimera of live cells from two different biological species. Psychosocial aspects related to xenotransplantation might include a distorted self-image about acquiring animal features as reported among allotransplantation patients who fantasize about receiving physical characteristics from the donor ([@bib10]). Debates on self-identity was stimulated by the 'Baby Fae' case in which a baboon heart was transplanted into a neonate ([@bib13]).

Nevertheless, self-identity is not generally compromised by xenotransplantation as a current view of allograft considered as purely a functioning organ without affecting the recipient\'s identity. Actually, it has been reported that although some participants for porcine islet cell transplantation had erroneous notions about the implantation of a non-human source into their bodies, such notions were abandoned after the procedure ([@bib306]). The aforementioned issues seem to be affected by the individual\'s cultural background and public attitudes toward xenotransplantation in their communities.

### 9.2.2. Breaches of autonomy and confidentiality {#sec9.2.2}

Precedents ensure that participation in the studies is voluntary and that leaving the study is the autonomous decision of each participant ([@bib14]). However, requiring that volunteers for xenotransplantation comply with long-term surveillance seems reasonable to protect the public health from the threat of xenozoonosis. The participant could potentially be isolated based on the evidence of unexplained infections among their contacts. Once exposed to a porcine xenotransplant, the recipient will remain at risk of a porcine infection, even if the xenotransplant is removed. This means that the recipient is asked to waive the right to withdraw from the surveillance, once the transplant has taken place ([@bib292]). The dilemma is that it is contrary to the fundamental human right of autonomy as articulated by the Belmont Report and the Declaration of Helsinki for research on human subjects ([@bib9]; [@bib102]; [@bib283]; [@bib301]).

For the same reason mentioned above, the xenotransplant recipient would be advised to inform close contacts about its potential risk of xenozoonosis. Moreover, long-term access by the appropriate public health agencies to the recipient\'s medical records is ensured if necessary. Notification to close contacts and agencies about the potential infectious risk surrounding a participant could violate the principle of confidentiality ([@bib301]).

9.3. Public awareness and acceptance {#sec9.3}
------------------------------------

### 9.3.1. Public attitudes to xenotransplantation {#sec9.3.1}

There has been a lot of quantitative public opinion surveys conducted regarding xenotransplantation. Most of these public opinions were obtained from the mid-1990s to the mid-2000s and the results of 35 sources in 23 countries are well summarized ([@bib108]). Briefly, there was no overwhelming support for xenotransplantation, average 40% morally acceptable, and a proportion of 54% the application potentially useful. The proportion of opposition seems to be lower as time went on. The supporters of xenotransplantation tend to be male and have higher formal education ([@bib108]).

The results of attitude surveys on xenotransplantation from different specific cohort groups are shown in [Supplementary Table 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}. The cohorts encompass university students, medical caregivers, patients on the transplant waiting list or already transplanted, and various ethnic groups. The acceptance rate ranges from 10% to 97% according to the specific cohort and the type of xenotransplantation. Generally, medical caregivers, university students, and patients on the transplant waiting list or already transplanted were more favorable than public ethnic groups. The acceptance rate of xenogeneic cells or tissues was higher than organs. Interestingly, a positive response was related to a favorable attitude toward organ donation, a family member\'s favorable attitude toward transplantation, and previous experience of organ donation or transplantation. Notably, there were significantly more positive responses from clinical staff members in a hospital where a clinical trial of encapsulated islet cell xenotransplantation was performed previously compared to that in a hospital where no such xenotransplantation has been conducted ([@bib1]). Therefore, attitudes toward xenotransplantation seem to be influenced by individuals\' experience and their social activities.

Currently, there has been only one survey on corneal xenotransplantation. In the report, 42% of patients on the corneal transplant waiting list or already transplanted showed a favorable attitude toward corneal xenotransplantation. Among patients expressing favorable views, the willingness to participate in clinical trials was 63% after being informed that both they and their spouse must get periodic medical check-ups for a long time. About 29% of subjects expressed their concerns about self-identity ([@bib178]).

Given public concerns about pandemic COVID-19 this year, public attitude towards xenotransplantation may have changed. Therefore, further studies should be mandatory to investigate public acceptance on xenotransplantation.

### 9.3.2. Public engagement {#sec9.3.2}

To settle down safe xenotransplantation, it is mandatory to involve the public in a decision-making procedure regarding to the possible risks ([@bib285]). Public engagement is a two-way process with the sharing of the activity and benefits of higher education and research with the public. During the process, the involvement of specialists is necessary to listen to, develop their understanding of, and interact with non-specialists. People can participate in the process in various ways including surveys, consensus conferences, and public hearings on the issue of xenotransplantation. A greater understanding of the risks and benefits of xenotransplantation can increase public acceptance. As seen in public surveys mentioned above, rigorous preclinical data on the efficacy and safety of xenotransplantation is mandatory to move the public\'s opinion.

10. Current status on clinical trials in xenotransplantation {#sec10}
============================================================

10.1. Clinical trials in organ or cellular xenotransplantation {#sec10.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------

### 10.1.1. Current worldwide status of clinical trials in xenotransplantation {#sec10.1.1}

Case reports of xenotransplantation had been anecdotally published using NHP organs ([@bib13]; [@bib170]; [@bib213]; [@bib294]). Given the major drawbacks in using NHP donor organs (see chapter 2--1), NHP-to-human xenotransplantation is no longer conducted. Cellular xenotransplantation using porcine or rabbit islet cells has been performed in Russia, Ukraine, China, Mexico, New Zealand, and Sweden. However, in most of these studies, no proper regulatory oversight was ensured ([@bib16]; [@bib57]; [@bib79]; [@bib107]; [@bib151]; [@bib207]; [@bib275]; [@bib276]; [@bib319]; [@bib327]; [@bib328]). Among the studies, some clinical trials have been conducted with an institutional review board (IRB) approval ([@bib107]; [@bib320]).

The IXA has stated guidelines for undertaking clinical trials of heart, lung, islet cell and cornea xenotransplantation since the year 2000 ([@bib51]; [@bib129], [@bib130]; [@bib160]). Since then, the clinical trial of organ xenotransplantation has not been performed to date; only clinical trials using porcine islet cell have been conducted. The first clinical xenotransplantation trial under the appropriate regulatory framework was conducted in New Zealand in 2009 ([@bib206]). The study was a Phase 1/2a clinical trial in which encapsulated porcine islets were transplanted into the peritoneal cavity of 14 diabetic patients. A second clinical trial using encapsulated porcine islets was also performed with the proper regulatory oversight in Argentina ([@bib52]). Between 2013 and 2017, pig islets were transplanted in 10 diabetic patients in China ([@bib329]). However, details about the study design, regulatory framework, and the results have not been published yet.

By using the term 'xenotransplantation' and 'xeno' in [clinicaltrials.gov](http://clinicaltrials.gov){#intref0010} (accessed May 20, 2020) we have found two registered studies of cellular xenotransplantation. One study was completed using encapsulated porcine choroid plexus in patients with Parkinson\'s disease in New Zealand ([ClinicalTrials.gov](http://ClinicalTrials.gov){#intref0015} Identifier NCT02683629); while the other study is ongoing and using porcine islets xenotransplantation combined with Tregs in diabetic patients in China ([ClinicalTrials.gov](http://ClinicalTrials.gov){#intref0020} Identifier NCT03162237). The detailed design and the results of those studies have not been published yet.

### 10.1.2. Requirements for investigational new drug (IND) submission for xenotransplant product {#sec10.1.2}

General items required for IND submission of xenotransplant products are summarized in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} . The US FDA regards four target items as being regulated: 1) source herd, 2) source animal, 3) the manufacturing process of the xenotransplant product, and 4) monitoring of the patient ([@bib88]).Fig. 9Items to be established for IND submission of corneal xenotransplant product.Abbreviation: cGMP: current Good Manufacturing Practice.Fig. 9

Regarding the source herd, the following items are required: (i) appropriated breeding programs and closed herd system; (ii) maintenance of animal health with Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) of veterinary care, caretakers, feeding, water, and bedding, and monitoring of the health screenings, etc. Source pig herds should be screened regularly for designated pathogens and the results should be documented; and (iii) maintenance of the animal facility for all physical attributes of the animal environment. Regarding source animal, the following items are required; (i) animal qualification to minimize infectious diseases. Source animals should be derived only from closed herds with documented health screening programs and animal history. All individual animals should be screened for the presence of the same infectious agents used for herd qualification. Source animals should be quarantined for at least 3 weeks before harvesting xenotransplantation products. SOPs for animal and personnel traffic through the source animal facility should be documented; (ii) anatomic and physiologic feasibility of whether the organ is of the appropriate size and functions adequately across species barriers; and (iii) sample archiving at −70 °C for a certain period of time is recommended before use by the Public Health Service if needed.

The following items are required for xenotransplant products stored or processed: (i) current Good Manufacturing Practice (cGMP); procession qualification that includes appropriate procedures, reagents, and test methods; appropriate controls for tracking, labeling, and cross-contamination; and appropriate conditions for processing, storage, and shipping; (ii) product characterization of identity, purity, and potency; (iii) safety testing; products should be tested for bacterial and fungal sterility, mycoplasma, viral agents and endotoxin level by validated technologies; and (iv) lot release criteria should be established based on product characterization and safety testing, and the final product must meet these criteria. Post-release assessment must include confirmation of sterility in the final product.

Items to monitor the patient include (i) preoperative screening; (ii) perioperative surveillance; and (iii) and bio-archiving of samples, which are discussed in detail in chapter 8.

10.2. Process of clinical trial in corneal xenotransplantation {#sec10.2}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Since preclinical efficacy data in NHP studies is sufficient to justify initiating a clinical trial of corneal xenotransplantation ([@bib160], [@bib155]), preparations for anterior lamellar or full thickness porcine corneal xenotransplantation clinical trial is under way in Korea. The clinical trial is designed as a non-randomized, open-label, single-center, and investigator-initiated phase I clinical trial to investigate safety and efficacy of corneal xenotransplantation. The participant should be bilaterally legally blind with the BCVA of operating eye ≤20/1000. The primary disease is a corneal opacity. Although, the clinical trial has not yet started in Korea, it will be conducted after the IND approval by the MFDS ([@bib44]; [@bib155]).

### 10.2.1. Quality control of source herds and pigs {#sec10.2.1}

According to FDA guidelines, to minimize the possibility of xenozoonosis ([@bib88]) mentioned above, appropriate source herd and pig qualifications should be developed. Source pigs should be derived only from closed herds and certified for at least two generations to minimize the risk of pathogen introduction ([@bib160]). Pigs obtained from slaughterhouses or raised under free-ranging conditions should not be used as a source ([@bib88]). Pigs should be housed in a well-controlled DPF environment with high standards of animal welfare ([@bib129]; [@bib162]), with SOPs for entry and exit of pigs, and regular tests for pathogens ([@bib88]).

In Korea, Seoul National University (SNU) Biomedical Center for Animal Resource Development has been operating as the first pig facility for xenotransplantation since 2004. This facility has maintained DPF colony of SNU miniature pigs. Recently, SNU and National Institute of Animal Science established qualified DPF pig facilities additionally that can accommodate 100--150 minipigs ([@bib243]).

### 10.2.2. Quality control of the corneal xenotransplant products {#sec10.2.2}

The quality control provisions for corneal xenotransplantation products are based on that of human corneal allotransplantation. The preparation of corneal xenoproducts should follow the standard guidelines of the European Eye Bank Association or Eye Bank Association of America (EBAA) or EU Legislation concerning standards for human tissues, and the Guide to the quality and safety of tissues and cells for human application that has been published by the European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines & HealthCare (EDQM) of the Council of Europe to ensure adequate procurement, processing, preservation, and storage ([@bib73]; [@bib75]; [@bib146]; [@bib160]; [@bib309]). The SOPs, including corneal procurement, preservation, and transportation from the site of procurement to the site of the clinical trial must be established. All procedures must be recorded, including enucleation-to-preservation time, gross examination of the cornea, findings of the slit-lamp examination, endothelial evaluation by a specular microscope, and culture report ([@bib44]).

Porcine eyeball is harvested in the animal surgery room that maintains positive laminar flow with regular temperature monitoring (20-26 °C), humidity (30--70%), and air quality (settle plates (90 mm diameter) \< 30 CFU/30 min)). The corneoscleral button is excised from the eyeball and preserved in the biosafety cabinet (Class II, Type A2) that is in the GMP certified cleanroom (Grade B).

The biological property of porcine corneal xenotransplant is well maintained using the same preservation protocol of human allograft ([@bib153]). Based on CED changes depending on age, the age of WT SNU miniature pig is limited to less than 72 month-old for a suitable product ([@bib153]). The remaining ocular tissues after harvest of the cornea must be cultured to exclude contamination with mycoplasma, bacteria, and fungi, and should be stored for a certain period of time ([@bib160]). The test outcome is retrospectively available; therefore, action must be pre-planned in case the microbiologic tests come back positive.

### 10.2.3. Indications for the patient selection {#sec10.2.3}

Participants must be enrolled after full assessment of risks and benefits of corneal xenotransplantation based on the international consensus statement ([@bib160]). The clinical protocol for corneal xenotransplantation received the approval from the IRB in Korea ([@bib44]) and was modified by the IXA and the Transplantation Society ethics committee to ensure its safety and transparency after the field inspection ([@bib243]). The latest revised inclusion and exclusion criteria of subjects for a clinical trial in corneal xenotransplantation are shown in [Table 15](#tbl15){ref-type="table"} .Table 15Inclusion and exclusion criteria of subjects for a clinical trial in corneal xenotransplantation.Table 15Inclusion criteria• ≥ 19 years old• Corneal opacity• Legal blindness (best corrected visual acuity ≤ 20/200 in the better eye)[a](#tbl15fna){ref-type="table-fn"}• Best corrected vision of the operating eye ≤ 20/1000.• Corneal impairment that cannot be cured with any other method except corneal transplantation.Exclusion criteria• A keratoconus• Emergency surgical case such as impending perforation or perforation• Endothelial dysfunction without corneal opacity (e.g. Fuchs\' Dystrophy)• Pregnant women, wish to fall pregnant in the future, breast-feeding a baby• A mentally ill incapacitated or a non-compliance• Chronic alcoholism, Cardiac disease, CVA, Liver disease, History of malignancy, COPD• Hypersensitivity to medication which will be used after transplantation[^43][^44]

### 10.2.4. Standardization of the protocols for subject monitoring in a clinical trial {#sec10.2.4}

All processes of xenotransplantation clinical trials are standardized according to global guidelines to ensure harmonized corneal xenotransplantation practices and levels of safety. Corneal xenotransplantation must be regulated by a responsible governmental authority in collaboration with international xenotransplantation society and WHO ([@bib123]; [@bib334], [@bib335]).

All the process will be conducted under the surveillance of the multidisciplinary consulting boards to ensure the safety of the participants ([Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} ). Given the proof-of-concept NHP study that included anti-CD20 Ab, tacrolimus, and CS ([@bib39]), similar immunosuppressant regimen will be adopted in a clinical trial ([@bib44]). The protocol was developed based on the advice obtained from multidisciplinary consulting boards as follows. (1) The board members of the executive council of Korea Cornea Society have been involved in determining inclusion and exclusion criteria and have advised detailed ophthalmic screening tools and frequency of postoperative ocular examinations. (2) An infectious disease physician, a transplantation specialist, and a clinical pharmacologist have provided advice on systemic screening tests, infection prophylaxis, immunosuppressive drug regimen, drug level monitoring, and postoperative surveillance tests. (3) A neuropsychiatrist has designed comprehensive programs for preoperative counseling and perioperative mental support, and ethicists have thoroughly reviewed the informed consent. Moreover, (4) a microbiologist will monitor postoperative humoral responses and PERV transmission in the participants.Fig. 10Multidisciplinary approaches for protocol inspection and subject monitoring system in clinical trials of corneal xenotransplantation.Fig. 10

MFDS will inspect the IRB-approved protocol and the qualities of xenotransplant products. Data and Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB) is independently organized, and will evaluate the safety, monitor the overall process of the trial and advise to continue/discontinue or modify the trial. The principal investigator should respond promptly to any suggestions of the DSMB ([@bib39], [@bib44]). During clinical trials, the results will be periodically submitted to the IRB and DSMB. The CDC is responsible for the prevention of xenozoonosis. If xenozoonosis is suspected, the event should be reported to the CDC.

Detailed activities and surveillance programs in the protocol are as follows. Each participant and his/her family members will be informed using IRB-approved consent forms. There will be two separate deliberation time between signing two informed consent documents (before and after screening tests). If necessary, other neutral advocate ophthalmologists will explain the study in detail again ([Table 16](#tbl16){ref-type="table"} ) ([@bib44]).Table 16Activities of corresponding persons, participants and family members at each timeline during the screening period.Table 16Timeline[a](#tbl16fna){ref-type="table-fn"}ActivitiesSubjects12 WFirst explanation of the study protocolOphthalmologists, screening team and neuropsychiatristFirst sign on the informed consent formParticipants and family members12 W - 6 WFirst deliberation time with free question and answerParticipants and family members6 WSecond explanation of the study protocolOphthalmologists, screening team, neuropsychiatrist\
Neutral advocate ophthalmologists, if necessary6 W - 20 daysSecond deliberation time with free question and answerParticipants and family members20 daysSecond sign on the informed consent form\
Notarization, if necessaryParticipants and family membersDay of surgeryFinal confirmation of the informed consent formOphthalmologists[^45][^46]

Regarding infection prophylaxis, the patients will receive prophylactic medication for opportunistic infections based on blood test outcomes ([Table 17](#tbl17){ref-type="table"} ). Adverse reactions and opportunistic infections will be closely monitored by regular blood tests and physical examination ([Table 18](#tbl18){ref-type="table"} ). The participant will be evaluated by a neuropsychiatrist for mental competence of understanding informed consent. The first interview will evaluate (i) cognitive ability, (ii) emotional competency, and (iii) psychopathological state at 12 weeks prior to surgery. The second interview will evaluate (i) the understanding of xenotransplantation, and (ii) the understanding of the side effects of xenotransplantation 6 weeks prior to the surgery ([Table 19](#tbl19){ref-type="table"} ). If the score remains below a designated level, the subjects will be excluded from the clinical trial.Table 17Prophylactic medications after corneal xenotransplantation.Table 17ProphylaxisMedicationRoutine antibioticsIV: cefazolinTopical: moxifloxacin, voriconazole, anti-viral eye dropCMV, herpes virusIf CMV IgG (−): valacyclovir for 3Mo (herpes prophylaxis)If CMV IgG (+): valganciclovir for 3MoPCPTrimethoprim/sulfamthoxazole for 6MoTuberculosisIf Interferon gamma release assay (+), Isoniazid + pyridoxine (9Mo)Oral candidiasisNystatin oral gargle for 6Mo[^47]Table 18Regular Blood tests before and after corneal xenotransplantation.Table 18TestTimeScreening test[a](#tbl18fna){ref-type="table-fn"}Before surgeryPERV12 W, 24 W, 52 W, 1Y6M, 2YCMV antigenemia2 W, 4 W, 8 W, 12 W, 24 W, 52 W, 2YEBV RT-PCR24 WHBs Ag24 W, 2YAnti-HCV, HIV, RPR52 W, 2YAFP, PSA (only for man)2Y[^48][^49]Table 19Neuropsychiatric assessment for psychosocial status of the subject.Table 19AssessmentTimelineExaminationSuitability for TPL12 W before TPLCognitive assessment: K-WAIS-IV short form\
Psychiatric disorder & Psychopathology: MINIPre-TPL6 W before TPLSemi-structured interviewJust before TPLD −1Psychiatric consultation during admission (20 min)Just after TPLD0-D3Post-TPLD7, W4 ± D4, W8 ± D4, W12 ± D4, as required thereafter[^50]

An IND submission for a corneal xenotransplant product and investigator-initiated corneal xenotransplantation clinical trial are being prepared in Korea. Pre-IND meetings are currently in progress with the Biopharmaceutical Policy Division, Cell, and Gene Therapy Products Division, Biologics Division, and Clinical Trials Management Division of MFDS ([Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Through the pre-IND meetings, lot release criteria of corneal xenotransplant product will be established that include (1) tests for purity, potency, and identity, (2) sterility test, (3) tests for mycoplasma, and (4) endotoxin level tests.

Since it will be the world\'s first corneal xenotransplantation clinical trial, it should be conducted under the proper supervision of the national regulatory authority. This process is expected to be a standardized model for future xenotransplantation studies.

11. Discussion and future perspectives {#sec11}
======================================

Since GT-KO pigs were generated in the early 2000s, serious progress has been made in xenotransplantation research as an alternative for allografts. However, immune rejection and the requirement of heavy immunosuppression remains the main barrier. For the clinically acceptable immunosuppressive regimen in a clinical trial, production of less antigenic GE pigs is required. Understanding how xenogeneic rejections are elicited can help to choose GE pigs appropriate for corneal xenotransplantation. The recently announced gene-editing technology using CRISPR-Cas9 can manipulate multiple genes in a short period of time and may give us the least immunogenic and PERV-free GE pigs. These scientific advances, along with the launch of huge commercial funding from industries, will reinvigorate research on xenotransplantation for market-entry ([@bib74]; [@bib248]).

In xenotransplantation, safety is a critical concern for both individual participants and the public. The actual risk for xenozoonosis is still unknown therefore, standardized surveillance should be developed for potential pathogens through oversight of the source herd and animals, xenotransplant processing, and participant monitoring. The selection of PERV-C free pig or genomic inactivation of PERV may reduce the potential of PERV transmission. However, as with the regulatory framework for safe implementation of xenotransplantation, public engagement is essential with education for potential benefits and risks of xenotransplantation, and the participation of the decision-making procedures.

With accumulating evidence and recent achievements for preclinical efficacy, corneal xenotransplants may be offered for a clinical trial. Efficacy data is obvious with prolonged survival of WT grafts under the administration of co-stimulation blockade agents or anti-CD20 Abs/CNI combined regimens. As for corneal grafts from GE pig, further experiments should be conducted to verify their efficacies. Moreover, a well-controlled clinical trial of corneal xenotransplantation should be set under the proper supervision of regulatory authorities. Immunosuppression should be standardized before conducting a clinical trial. Furthermore, close communication with the xenotransplantation research community will lead a global consensus to bring corneal xenotransplantation closer to reality.

In South Korea, investigator-initiated phase I clinical trial is designed to investigate the safety and efficacy of corneal xenotransplantation. The participants should be bilaterally legally blind with a corneal opacity. During the consent process, alternatives such as allotransplant and keratoprosthesis should be introduced to the participant. If the outcome of the clinical trial is proven to be safe and effective, then xenotransplant may be used to bridge the operation in the bilateral corneal blind patients for whom the allograft is not timely available or for the emergent perforation in a clinical practice.

However, it is still controversial whether corneal xenotransplantation can be a clinically relevant option to replace allotransplantation. The COVID-19 pandemic hugely impacts both public and personal lives and brings us to a worldwide economic crisis ([@bib4]). Given that COVID-19 is also suspected as a zoonotic infection with presumably bat origin ([@bib174]; [@bib360]), the possibility of a xenozoonosis is considered as a major limiting factor in the clinical use of corneal xenotransplantation. The requirement of heavy immunosuppression with xenotransplantation may also be a barrier in regards with possible systemic adverse reaction and the expensive cost of the immunosuppressants. Current high cost to maintain DPF pig or to produce GE pigs as well as the costly process to provide corneal xenoproduct may be regarded as a practical concern to distribute corneal xenoproduct in developing countries where xenotransplantation may actually be required. Finally, many countries still do not have a regulatory framework for corneal xenotransplantation that should be set before a clinical implementation. These issues should be addressed and attempted to be solved in collaboration with the ophthalmologic and xenotransplantation society.

Although the preclinical efficacy using DPC is proven in keratoplasty, the legal definition of DPC lies somewhere between a medical device and a xenotransplant unless complete removal of the cells is ensured. Standard procedures to verify complete decellularization should be established before going into clinics. There are no long-term safety data using DPC; therefore, safety should be additionally evaluated in further clinical trial studies.

This review sheds light on how to perceive the status of xenotransplantation, the scientific advancement, and legal positioning in corneal xenotransplantation. The study provides the perspectives for the development of a new therapeutic strategy applicable to corneal disease.
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:   Ribonucleic acid

RPR

:   Rapid plasma reagin test

RT

:   Reverse transcriptase

RT-PCR

:   Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction

S

:   Cell cycle synthesis phase

SCCO2

:   Supercritical carbon dioxide

SCID

:   Severe combined immunodeficiency

SDS

:   Sodium dodecyl sulfate

sFlt-1

:   Soluble fms-like tyrosine kinase 1

SIRPα

:   Signal regulatory protein alpha

SNU

:   Seoul National University

SOPs

:   Standard operating procedures

TCR

:   T cell receptor

TGF

:   Transforming growth factor

TNF

:   Tumor necrosis factor

TRAIL

:   TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand

Tregs

:   Regulatory T cells

TSP

:   Thrombospondin

VEGF

:   Vascular endothelial growth factor

VEGFR

:   Vascular endothelial growth factor receptor

VIP

:   Vasoactive intestinal peptide

VZV

:   Varicella-zoster virus

W

:   Weeks

WHO

:   World Health Organization

WT

:   Wild-type

WZS

:   Wuzhishan

Y

:   Years
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The following is the Supplementary data to this article:Multimedia component 1Multimedia component 1

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.preteyeres.2020.100876>.

[^1]: equally contributed as 1st author.

[^2]: Data from Korean Network for Organ Sharing © 2018 (11-1351155-000001-01).

[^3]: Data from The Organ Donor Foundation of South Africa © 2019 (NPO/PBO Numbers 003--458 NPO PBO: 18/11/13/4).

[^4]: Indicates graft survival.

[^5]: Not available about the survival data (No death was reported). Substantial improvement of the condition was reported.

[^6]: 50% of the patients showed more than 5 months graft survival in 10 patients.

[^7]: AbbreviationsαGal: Galα1-3Galβ1-4GlcNAc-R, MHC: major histocompatibility complex.

[^8]: AbbreviationsCLET: cultivated limbal epithelial transplantation, COMET: cultivated oral mucosal epithelial transplantation, DPF: designated pathogen-free, GE: genetically-engineered, ES: embryonic stem cells, EU: European Union, iPS: induced pluripotent stem cells, LSCD: limbal stem cell deficiency, MSC: mesenchymal stem cells.

[^9]: Abbreviations: GE: genetically-engineered, NA: not available, WT: wild-type.

[^10]: The ratio of average creep strain at 300 and 1000 s between pig and human showed statistical significance ([@bib80]).

[^11]: Young\'s modulus was measured by inflation test per 20 mm Hg^**ζ**^ or 40 mm Hg^**ζζ**^ ([@bib80]).

[^12]: Median shear modulus (kPa) at 5% axial Compression with full-hickness porcine cornea and 0% axial compression with full-thickness human cornea ([@bib289]).

[^13]: α is scale factor and β is the exponent of the nonlinear relationship between stress and strain using the strip extensiometry method ([@bib352]).

[^14]: P (X100) is the value of G(*t*) at the end of the stress-relaxation test, K is the slope of fitted G(*t)*-ln *t* line, and both data were statistically significant between pig and human ([@bib352]).

[^15]: Average loss of initial stress after 400s in Stress-relaxation behavior ([@bib80]).

[^16]: The swelling pressure in the full-thickness porcine corneas at 0% compression, at 760 μm ([@bib290]).

[^17]: The swelling pressure at a standard stromal thickness of 500 μm ([@bib110]; [@bib238]).

[^18]: *In vivo* human data with non-contact specular microscopy ([@bib284]).

[^19]: Abbreviations: Ab: antibody, AST: average survival time, c/w: compared with, D: days, DLN: drainage lymph node, KO: knockout, LFA: leukocyte function-associated antigen, M: months, mAb: monoclonal antibody, MST: median survival time, N: number of animals experimented, NA: not available, PBMC: peripheral blood mononuclear cell, W: weeks.

[^20]: Significantly increased survival compared with that of wild-type control^**††**^, or with that of control^**†††**^

[^21]: Significantly shortened survival compared with that of control (9.4 D)\* or with that of anti CD4 Ab treated group (44.1 D)\*\*.

[^22]: Significantly shortened survival compared with that of SCID reconstituted with CD4^**+**^/CD8^**+**^ T cell-depleted splenocytes (49 D) \*\*\* and increased survival compared with that of SCID reconstituted with whole splenocytes (15 D)\*\*\*.

[^23]: Abbreviations: Ab: antibody, αGal: Galα1-3Galβ1-4GlcNAc-R, ALK: anterior lamellar keratoplasty, CD: cluster of differentiation, CVF: cobra venom factor, D: days, HPF: high power field, GT-KO: α1,3-galactosyltransferase gene-knockout, IS: Immunosuppressant, IST: intrastromal transplantation, M: months, MSC: mesenchymal stem cells, MST: median survival time, N: number of animals experimented, NK: natural killer, NOG: NOD/SCID/γc^null^, PLK: posterior lamellar keratoplasty, PMN: polymorphonuclear, SCID: severe combined immunodeficiency, SNU: Seoul National University, WT: wild-type.

[^24]: Variable combinations of Immunosuppressant applied based on as follows; systemic cyclosporin A 1.25--10.0 mg/kg, dexamethasone 1.0--2.0 mg/kg, Mycophenolate mofetil 1.25 mg/kg.

[^25]: MST is not available.

[^26]: Statistically significant longer survival compared with that of control.

[^27]: Statistically significant longer survival compared with that of control (B6 vs B6+CVF; SCID vs SCID + CVF).

[^28]: Statistically significant longer survival of ALK compared with that of PKP.

[^29]: Abbreviations: Ab: antibody, αGal: Galα1-3Galβ1-4GlcNAc-R, AH: aqueous humor, ALK: anterior lamellar keratoplasty, BMT: bone marrow transplantation, C3c & C3a: component of complement fragment, CD: cluster of differentiation, CMAH: cytidine monophospho-N-acetylneuraminic acid hydroxylase, DALK: deep anterior lamellar keratoplasty, DSAEK: Descemet stripping automated endothelial keratoplasty, FT: fucosyltransferase, GE: genetically-engineered, GT: α1,3-galactosyltransferase, GT-KO: α1,3-galactosyltransferase gene-knockout, hCTLA4-Ig: human cytotoxic T-lymphocyte associated antigen 4-immunoglobulin, hCD39: human ectonucleoside triphosphate diphosphohydrolase-1, hCD46: human complementary regulatory protein, hCD55: human complement decay-accelerating factor, hCD59: human MAC-inhibitory protein, iGb3s: isoglobotrihexosylceramide 3 synthase, IVIG: intravenous immunoglobulin, IFNγ: interferon gamma, IL: interleukin, IP-10: interferon gamma-induced protein, PKP: penetrating keratoplasty, MCP: monocyte chemoattractant protein, M: months, RANTES: regulated upon activation normal T cell expressed and secreted, SNU: Seoul National University, TNFα: tumor necrosis factor-α, W: weeks, WZS: Wuzhishan, WT: wild-type.

[^30]: Tacrolimus was intramuscularly administered twice daily at a dose of 0.05^a^ or 0.035^c^ mg/kg or at a dose of 0.05 mg/kg for 4 weeks followed by 0.035 mg/kg^e^.

[^31]: Anti-CD20 Ab was intravenously administered at a dose of 20 mg/kg on postoperative days 0 and 7, and every 2^b^ or 3^d^ months.

[^32]: Posterior lamellar graft was made after removal of anterior lamellae by 510 ㎛.

[^33]: One corneal graft that survived 165 days was derived from a pig of the crossbreeding Landrace with Chicago minipig.

[^34]: Abbreviations: Ab: antibody, ACR: acute cellular rejection, AMR: antibody-mediated rejection, CD: cluster of differentiation, CDR: complementarity determining region, DSAEK: Descemet stripping automated endothelial keratoplasty, FDA: Food and Drug Administration, FKBP: FK506-binding protein, IL: interleukin, LKP: lamellar keratoplasty, mTOR: mammalian target of rapamycin, NHP: non-human primate, PKP: penetrating keratoplasty.

[^35]: Immunosuppressive drugs used in successful combinations that enabled long-term survival of porcine xenotransplants (more than 6 months) in non-human primate recipients.

[^36]: Abbreviations: AHL: anterior half lamella, ALK: anterior lamellar keratoplasty, CD: cluster of differentiation, DALK: deep anterior lamellar keratoplasty, EDC: 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide, EDTA: ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, IST: intrastromal transplantation, NA: not available, NHS: N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide, SCCO~2~: supercritical carbon dioxide, SDS: sodium dodecyl sulfate, SNU: Seoul National University, WT: wild-type, WZS: Wuzhishan.

[^37]: Studies using tissue engineered decellularized porcine cornea are not included in this table.

[^38]: Some recipients were sacrificed at specific time points for histologic examinations.

[^39]: Sacrificed for histology.

[^40]: Abbreviations: Ab: antibody, BAL: bronchoalveolar lavage, BKV: BK polyomavirus, CMV: Cytomegalovirus, CNS: central nervous system, CT: computed tomography, DFA: direct fluorescent-antibody, EBV: Epstein-Barr virus, HEV: hepatitis E virus, HPV: human papilloma virus, HSV: herpes simplex virus, NAT: nucleic acid testing, NHP: non-human primate, PCMV: porcine cytomegalovirus, PCV: porcine circovirus, PERV: porcine endogenous retrovirus, PLHV: porcine lymphotropic herpes virus, QNAT: quantitative nucleic acid testing, VZV: varicella-zoster virus, \*Antibody-based tests include serology, ELIZA, and western blot.

[^41]: Abbreviations: Ab: antibody, DALK: deep anterior lamellar keratoplasty, FU: follow-up, LKP: lamellar keratoplasty, NHP: non-human primate, PCR: polymerase chain reaction, PKP: penetrating keratoplasty, RNA: ribonucleic acid, RT: reverse transcriptase, RT-PCR: reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction, Y: years.

[^42]: This table summarizes the results of studies which reported evidence of porcine endogenous retrovirus transmission in long-term (≥6 months) follow-up samples from the recipients.

[^43]: Abbreviations: COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, CVA: cerebrovascular accident.

[^44]: Legal blindness is defined by American Medical Association and the United States Congress.

[^45]: Abbreviation: W: weeks.

[^46]: Before surgery.

[^47]: Abbreviations: CMV: cytomegalovirus, Ig: immunoglobulin, IV: intravenous, Mo: months, PCP: pneumocystis pneumonia.

[^48]: Abbreviations: Ab: antibody, AFP: alpha-fetoprotein, Anti-HCV: hepatitis C Antibody, CMV: cytomegalovirus, EBV: Epstein--Barr virus, Ig: immunoglobulin, HBs Ag: hepatitis B surface antigen, HIV: human immunodeficiency virus, PERV: porcine endogenous retrovirus, PSA: prostate specific antigen, RPR: rapid plasma reagin test, RT-PCR: reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction, W: weeks, Y: years.

[^49]: Screening test: Hepatitis A virus IgG, Hepatitis B e antibody, Hepatitis B e antigen, Varicella zoster virus IgG, Epstein--Barr nuclear antigen IgG, Toxoplasma IgG Ab, Mumps IgG, Measles IgG, Rubella IgG, Tuberculosis specific antigen induced interferon gamma, Herpes simplex virus IgG, CMV IgG, EBV viral-capsid antigen IgG, CMV antigenemia, PSA (only for man), AFP, EBV RT-PCR, sputum acid-fast bacillus culture, Panel reactive antibody (class I, II), HBs Ag, Hepatitis B surface antibody, Hepatitis B core antibody (IgM, IgG), Anti-HCV, HIV, RPR, Blood/urine/sputum culture, sputum fungus culture, PERV.

[^50]: Abbreviations: D: days, K-WAIS-IV: Korean Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-IV, MINI: Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview, TPL: transplantation, W: weeks.
